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INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER 

STOP 
PRESS 

NUS demo 
6  in chaos' 

NUS'S major lobby of 
Parliament was rep-
ortedly in a state of 
chaos as Leeds Stu-
dent went to press 
yesterday. 

A break-away 
group of 2,000 
maverick marchers 
fought with police as 
they attempted to 
break Into the Palace 
of Westminster. 

Missiles were burl-
ed as police tried to 
contain the situation. 

At least one stu-
dent was taken to 
hospital 	by 
ambulance. 

Socialist Worker 
students 'hijacked' 
the march from the 
University of London 
Union throught the 
city to the Elephant 
and Castle, taking 
the protestors —
estimated to number 
35,000 — across 
Westminster Bridge 
towards Pas-Hansen.. 

At 2.30 yesterday 
afternoon Leeds Stu-
dent received reports 
of injuries at the 
front of the march a., 
students clashed 
with eight ranks of 
police and two 
mounted squads. 

An angry NUS 
steward said: 

"By now we shoul,4  
be at the rally vent. 
but this diversion 
has put us of t  

schedule by hour- 
• LUV Gene) 

Secretary 
liampson has been 
blamed by Univer.,- 
ty Union steward 
for leaving the Union 
banner In Leeds 
before setting off for 
London at 7 O'clock 
yesterday morning. 
FULL REPORT AND 
PICTURES NEXT 
wEEIL 

jinside this GUARDIAN 
week's 
Mighty 	ANGEL 
Stude: 

Is the 
WOMEN'S 
MINIBUS 
under-threat? 
Find out on 
page 7 

Journalist DAVID McKIE 
speaks -- page6 

Hollin electrics 
"May be lethal" 

n electrical engineer has described the in-
stallations at Leeds Poly's Hollin Hall as 
`potentially lethal'. 

His comments come after surveying the Hall 
last Thursday at the request of LPSU Exec. 

But Dr Geoff Hitchins, 
the deputy Director re-
sponsible for Halls of 
Residence of the Poly; has 
slammed the Poly Exec's 
decision to use indepen-
dent advice on the Hall's 
conditions. 

The report which he pro- 

says 
engineer 

Report 
by 

ROB HUNT 

duced, a copy of which has 
been seen by Leeds Student, 
lists a number of extremely 
dangerous faults. 

Firstly, the survey states 
that the main earth lead 
needs to be three times its 
present size to deal with an 
establishment the size of 
Hollin Hall. 

A second hazard is that the 
main earth is showing signs 
of corrosion, making all the 
circuits 'very dangerous'. 

It MIS also the opinion of 
the engineer that the installa-
tion had not been checked 
for many years, and certain-
ly not within the past five 
years as is legally required. 

As part of the survey, 
every socket in every room 
was tested and many of these 
were found to have no 
earths. 

Because these sockets are 
used by students for items 
such as metal table lamps, if 
a fault should develop. The 
whole metal casing could 
become live, which could 
prove fatal.' 

The situation was so 
serious that some of the 
sockets in rooms had to be 
taped over for the residents 
safety, leaving the occupants  

with no electricity supply. 
The report also points to 

the fact that because one cir-
cuit covers more than one 
room, 'The students have to 
operate a rota system to boil 
their kettles and dry their 
hair.' 

A copy of the report was 
sent to Dr Hitchin who 
reacted angrily to what had 
happened. 

'The Students' Union had 
absolutely no right what-
soever to bring in a contrac-
tor to look at property oc-
cupied by the Poly,' he fum-
ed when questioned on the 
issue. 

He said that the Poly 
estates manager had now 
been up to look at Hollin Hall 
and had tested three or four 
sockets there. Dr Hitchin 
went on to state that despite 
the report, he is 'satisfied 
there is no immediate danger 
to students.' 

The Yorkshire Electricity 
Board have now been in-
vited to carry out a full 
survey by the Poly. Dr Hit-
chins said that whatever 
work is recommended by the 
YEB will be undertaken as a 
matter of priority. 

Steve Stewart, Vice Presi-
dent Becketts Park, was  

amazed by the Poly's 
attitude. 

'Dr Hitchins seems more 
upset by the way we acted 
than by the dangers that ex-
ist at Hollin.' he told Leeds 
Student. 

He added that he totally 
disagreed with the deputy 
Director's opinion on the ques-
tion of dangers to the students 
'on grounds of advice from a 
qualified electrician.' 

Stewart felt that PLSU had 
acted within its rights because 
the survey was conducted in a 
residential area with the full 
consent of the occupants. He 
said that Exec had been quite  

correct in its actions which 
were part of the Unions 
'responsibility to student 
welfare,' 

One Hollin Hall student said 
that the Poly had nut told them 
of the seriousness of the situa-
tion or attempted to reassure 
them. Another pointed out 
that the only fire fighting 
equipment in the Hall was a 
water hose which cannot be 
used on electrical fires. 

The general opinion of the 
residents was summed up by 
one student who said that she 
was 'Very worred,' by the situa-
tion and felt that the Poly's 
response to the problems had 
been 'Far ton slow.' 

• A worried Student leaves Hollin Hall 
	

Picture; Mark Wright 



FRIDAY PM 

1  15.50 Children's TV 
Presented by Andy "Braindeath" 
Crane 

17.35 Neighbours This week, 
mescaline-crazed Vietnam 
veterans poach and eat six 
residents of The Street - But 
which ones? 

18.00 News 
19.00 Wagon Viciously sycophantic 

Irish twat brings more sad 
inanity to your screens. 

. ... . 	... 

2  16.00 Catchword 
16.30 Favourite Things 
17.00 Handmade 

17.30 Food And Drink 
18.00 FILM: Charlie Chan On 

Broadway (1937) Brutal racist 
stereotypes a-go-go. 

19.05 Bilko 
19.30 On The House Want to know 

how to put on Inphone extension 
in your greenhouse? This is the 
programme for you. 

20.00 Lady Be Good 
20.30 Entertainment USA 
21.00 	Arena Special anniversary 

edition, introduced by Brian Eno, 
featuring William Burroughs and 
the Everly Brothers. 

22.30 Newsnight 
23.15 The Late Show with Clive 

James 
00.05 FILM: Angel Face (1952) 

"atmospheric thriller" 

YTV 16.00 Children's 

17.15 	Blockbusters 
17.45 News at 5.45 
18.00 Calendar with Richard 

Whitely, the thinking man's 
Norman Wisdom 

18.30 Clegg's People Discover 
"the sense of fun and 
insatiable curiosity of hand-
reared otters" 

19.00 Family Fortunes Les 
Dennis, anyone 

19.30 A Kind Of Living 
20.00 Beauty & The Beast 
21.00 Taggart 
22.00 News At Ten 
22.35 FILM: Crime Club (1972) 

Crap thriller with Lloyd 
"Captain Unconvincing" 
Bridges. 

00.00 Night Network Kojak, 
James Whale and Tim 
Westwood, Beezer, eh? 

C4  16.10 FILM: Soigne Ton 
Gauche (1936) The 
"enchanting" 
Jacques Tati. 

16.30 Fifteen to One: 
17.00 Mork & Mindy with 

'Cocaine Comedy' Robin 
Williams' 

17.30 Redbrick 
18.00 Scarecrow & Mrs King 
19.00 Channel 4 News 
19.55 Book Choice 
20.00 Irish Reel 
21.00 The Golden Girls 
21.30 A Houseful Of Plants This 

week, Floella Benjamin and 
the Drugs Squad turn over 
Keith Richards' house. 
Sentencing next week. 

22.00 Whose Line Is It 
Anyway? 

22.30 The Last Wesort Rith 
Jonathan Woss 

23.20 Halfway To Paradise Not 
featuring The Pogues 

00.20 FILM: The Quatermass 
Experiment (1955) 
Cracking b/w s/f thriller. 

1 08.15 Saturday Starts 
Here inc. Bonanamon, 
ChuckleVision and Going 
Live! 

	

12.15 	Grandstand 
17.05 Tom and Jerry for more 

illuminating than the 
17.20 News 
17.35 The Flying Doctors This 

week produced by Sam Raimi 
with a score by David Byrne. 

18.20 The Noel Edmond's 
Saturday Roadshow 

19.05 Allo Allo Oooer, missus, etc 
19.30 The Royal Variety 

Performance 1988 Cliff 
Richard in gang-bang with 
entire cast of Neighbours and 
Bananarama. 

21.00 News And Sport 

	

21.15 	FILM: Royal Variety 
Performance continues... 

22.45 international Snooker 
00.15 FILM: Don't Be Afraid of 

the Dark (TVM 1973) If 
you're pissed, this will lee 
excellent. Otherwise it'll be a 
crop horror film. 

2 09.00 Pages from Ceefax 

12.00 Open University Complex 
entertainment for household 
pets. 

13.55 Network East Grassroots 
politics 

14.35 RKO Short Easy to Get 
14.55 Saturday Cinema: The 

Tales of Hoffman (1951) 
Offenbach's opera in 
spectacular 3-D 

16.40 International Snooker 
Initiating The Strange Cult of 
David Vine 

18.20 NewsView 
19.00 A Night at the Chinese 

Opera Benjamin Britten opera 
set in the Napoleonic Wars No, 
I'm sorry, this is a lie 

20.50 Top Gear Rally Report 
Fuckin' A... 

21.15 	Christabel New Dennis Potter 
series, part 2. No sex, 
apparently. 

22.15 Film Club: Next of Kin 
followed by Father and 
Son Two films about family 
ties, one Canadian, the other 
from Hong Kong. Both boring 
and intense. 

y Tv  06.00TsaVt-uam aywthori  

and 
Wideawake 
(sic) 

09.25 Motormouth 
11.30 America's Top Ten Casey 

Kasem...How OLD is he? 
12.00 UFO 
13.00 ITN News, then Saint and 

Greaysie 
13.35 Wrestling You know you're 

this... 
it you're watching 

14.45 Ice Skating 
16.15 The Snow Spider 
16.45 Results Service and ITN 

News 
17.05 Blockbusters 
17.35 New Faces of '88 

	

18.35 	Blind Date Patronising 
moronic bollocks. 

19.20 Beadle's About Why is this 
man permitted to LIVE? Eh? 

19,50 FIM: Beyond the 
Poseidon Adventure Sub- 
standard thriller-sequel cock 

21.55 News 

	

22.15 	FILM: Deathtrap (1982) 
Brilliantly ingenious Sidney 
Lumet 'chiller' with Michael 
Caine and Chirstopher Reeve. 

00.15 Night Network 

C4  09.30 How Does Your 
Garden Grow? 
Very nicely, thank 
you 

10.00 Moneyspinner Consumer 
stuff. 

10.30 FILM: The Party Hysterical 
Peter Sellers movie. 

12.20 FILM: Flicker Memories 
12.30 Empress Wu Wu who? 
13.00 Patterns of Life 
14.00 FILM: The Immortal 

Sergeant (1943) Henry 
Fonda ploys A Guy Called 
Colin. 

16.45 FILM: The Girl From 
Missouri (1934) Jean 
Harlow ploys A Girl Called 
Eadie. 

17.05 Brookside 
16.00 Right to Reply 
18.30 Glorious Colour 
19.00 News and weather then 

Hollywood 
20.05 Game, Set and Match 
21.05 Allegro: Carmen - The 

Dream and The Destiny 
22.50 The Supergrass Comic 

Strip feature worth watching if 
only for Alexei Sayle's traffic 
cop. 

00.40 The Street 
01.05 Cecilia 
02.05 Barney Miller 

SUNDAY 
12.05See Hear! Deaf persons 

magazine. 

12.30 Country File Are YOU 
being disturbed by the RAF? 

13,00 News then On The Record 
14.00 Eastenders 
15.00 International Snooker 

David Vine again. Yeah! 
16.50 Scruples with latest BBC 

pretty boy' Simon Mayo 
17.20 The Clothes Show Selina 

Scott telling us how to do it. 
17.45 The Chronicles of 

Narnia 

	

18.15 	Spelling It Out With bluff 
but sincere Don Henderson 

18.25 News 
18.40 Songs of Praise 
19.15 International Snooker 
19.45 Howard's Way If you like 

Genesis, you'll love this. 
20.35 Bread Carla Lane Bollocks. 
21.05 International Snooker 

Presented by the New 
Messiah, David Vine. 

	

21.55 	N SINS- 

22.10 Heart of the Matter 
22.45 Dennis O'Neill 
23.05 International Snooker 

Give this man his own show! 
Dave, we love you. 

23.55 Network East 

2.00 Reportage Def II's new 
Network 7 surrogate. rpt 
from Wed. 

12.50 Professor Hawking's 
Universe 

13.40 40 Minutes The highly strung 
world of music exams. 

14.20 The Week in the Lords 
Very much like Iasi week, I 
should think. 

15.00 FILM: The Black Tent (1956) 
Desert drama starring Donald 
"Mmmmff" Sinden 

16.30 Rostroprovich - 3 Friends 
17.05 Rugby Special Yesterday's 

Barbarians game. 
18.05 The Roux Brothers Albert 

and Michel on shellfish 
18.35 The Money Programme. 
19.15 The Natural World 
20.00 David Dimbleby's TV 

Guide to the Galaxy He's 
apparently going to explain 
why people enter Japanese 
game shows, Well worth 55 
minutes of air time. 

20.55 Out of the Doll's House 
21.45 Sound On Film 
22.30 FILM: American Wave 2 

- Blood Simple Coen 
brothers 1982 masterpiece. Stay 
in. See it. 

YTv, 12.00 The 
Walden 
Interview 

What happened to 'Weekend World'? 
It had a much better theme tune... 
13.00 ITN News, then Link 
13.30 Farming and Inshore 

Weather Followed by 
Farming Diary 

14.00 The Human Factor 
Deceptively-titled God Squad 
programme 

	

14.30 	A.L.F US sitcom starring 
cynical muppet alien. 

15.G0 The Match Newcastle vs. 
Manchester Utd. 

17.05 The Fall Guy Like 'Scooby 
Doo' in live action. 

18.00 Bullseye More crass than 
Wrestling, less exciting 
rallying, and not presented by 
David Vine. 

18.30 News, then Highway 
19.15 Live from the Palladium 
20.45 Beiderbecke Connection 

	

21.15 	News 
22.00 Spitting Image 
22.30 The South Bank Show On 

Raymond Chandler 
00.00 Scrumdown 

	

01.00 	News followed by late 
FILM: The Calendar (1948) 
Edgar Wallace thriller  

C4  12 00 Treasure Hunt 
Rpt 

13.00 Lost in Space 'The Swiss 
Family 	meets 'Pigs In   

14,00 FILM: The Wind classic 
silent starring Lillian Gish 

15.30 The Middle of the Road 
Hour "A gentle journey 
throuph the world of good 
tunes ' introduced by Mark 
Knopfler and Phil Collins. 

16.35 European Film Awards 
1988 

17,10 News and weather, then 
The Business 
Programme 

17.45 American Football More 
transatlantic brutality. 

19.00 Equinox If you turn over in 
15 minutes, David's on again. 

22.00 Testament This week, trivia: 
did Jesus really exist? 

21.00 The Media Show Presented 
by the wonderful Muriel Gray. 

22.00 FILM: Destry Rides 
Again (1939) Stupifyingly 
famous mosuisewwaerist.ern with Dietrich 
and 

 

23.30 Cinema from Three 
Continents: Tarang like 
'Dynasty' in Hindi. 
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• Sr. Mark's flats 

TV personality Jimmy Saville was in Leeds city centre on Wednes-
day to officially open Leeds City Council's "Give for Life" Ap-
peal. Despite the cold the crowds turned out to see Jimmy give 
his support to the Appeal. 

•	 

	CitiStAlCkq 		 
BOOKSHOPS 

It pays to consult THE experts first . . 

  

 

'I! 

 

  

   

THE BUSINESS BOOK CENTRE — books on 

computing. management, exporting, salesrrumship• etc. 

THE H.M.S.O. BOOKSHOP — we are the 

regional official agents for government publications. 

TECHNICAL AND REFERENCE BOOKS 

Scientific, technical, languages and dictionaries. 

When it comes to books, come to AUSTICKS! 

AUSTICKS CITY BOOKSHOP 
25 Cookridge Street 

Leeds LSI 3A1V 
Telephone (0532) 445335 

St Mark's break- 
in sparks worry 
by Robin Perris 
& John Rigby 

SI Mark's flats were 
broken into last 
weekend and a 

number of students had 
possessions stolen. 

Moira Kennedy, a 3rd 
year student, went to 
the Polytechnic on 
Saturday night and 
returned to find that 
her room had been 
broken into. The win- 
dow had been forced 
and her stereo and car 
keys had been stolen. 

The other rooms in the flat 
had also been burgled and 
another stereo and a camera 
were taken. 

The folowing day the police 
were called in, and it was 
ascertained that the window 
had been forced and a ladder 
used for entry and exit. 

Moira told Leeds Student: 
"Because St. Mark's is the most 
expensive set of University 
flats we are given the impres-
sion that it has the best securi-
ty. Unfortunately this just isn't 
true. The windows don't fit and 
only the ground floor windows 
have security locks." 

Moira went on to say that she 
thought security was "lacking" 
and that the whole building 
was insecure, 

"University security used to 
patrol it but Wardens were 
brought in to make things bet-
ter. I don't think they've made 
any difference, in fact it was 
probably better when Securi-
ty patrolled the grounds." 

Moira said that despite St. 
Mark's recent history of break-
ins, residents are constantly 
told that security is of the 
highest quality, "If it's such a 
security risk they should lower 
the price of the accomodatio ■", 

SJAG cross 
Embassy line 
soviet Jewry Action Group organised a mass 

phone-in to the Soviet Embassy on Tuesday, 
as part of their campaign to obtain exit visas 

for LUU and LPSU's adopted refuseniks, the 
Khassin family of Moscow. 

Facilities were made 
available for the afternoon's 
telephone bombardment of 
the Embassy, with a 
substantial number of Shilov and Kosov at the Em-
students phoning to try and bassy included: "We don't 
find out why the Khassin deal with this matter — 
family continue to be speak to the visa office. 
refuseniks after twenty 	When the visa office was 

years. 	 rung, they said "This issue 
Comments from Messrs, does not concern us.-  

Press fight 
for freedom 
A public meeting, 

paign for Press 
dom will be held 

to discuss the future of 
The meeting, to be held at 

7.30pm in the Albert Room of 
Leeds Town Hall will be ad-
dressed by Austen Mitchell MP, 
Tony Lennon, Vice President of 
BETA, and Jenny Woodley, 
ACTT Northern Organiser. The 
panel will be discussing the 
Conservative government pro-
posals for re-organising 
broadcasting. 

Granville Williams of the 

Mudie quits 
The leader of Leeds City Council, Councillor 

George Mudie, resigned on Monday. The 
news came as a shock to the ruling Labour 

group, to which it was first announced. 
Mudie, who will remain as 

councillor for Seacroft, had led 
the council for eight years and 
the Labour group for ten. He for Admin and Finance. 
said "Being leader of a coon- "In the past he has used his 
cii in a city like Leeds places power to steamroll and bypass 
heavy demands on an in- to attain his own aims. 
dividual' He said that resigna- Hopefully his successor will be 
tion was timed to give his suc- more sympathetic to students." 
cessor the opportunity of LUU President Dave Hamp-
preparing next year's council son said. "I don't envisage any 
budget. 	 disruptions in our work with 

"I'm glad to see him go: said the council. My work has been 
Carl Must il I, Poly Vice- through the departments and 
President with responsibility 	not through the leader:' 

organised by the Cam-
and Broadcasting Free-
in Leeds next Thursday 
broadcasting. 

by John Rigby 
CPBF expressed himself "very 
worried" about the policies 
proposed in the White Paper. 
He went on to say: 

"The Government has failed 
to consult people or hold a 
public inquiry into the future 
of what is the most influential 
medium in our society:' 

by Andrew 
Berman 

by Steve Ball 

Grads up 
for grabs 
by Ed Vernier 

T
he country's top advertising agencies are 
competing to attract the brightest graduates 
in seminar schemes which involve intensive 

In brief..... 

management games and 
J. Walter Thompson. the 

company that brought you 
Oxo and Skol, has an unique 
two-day seminar which, it 
maintains, is vital to recruit 
those who may be running the 
company in twenty years time. 
Instead of graduates fighting 
for places it is the ad-men who 
are becoming increasingly 
fierce in the battle for top 
graduates. 

To this end JWT is setting up 
a European graduate recruit-
ment scheme. with a view to 
reinforcing it's multinational 
position for 1992. The agency's  

interviews. 
selection technique is tough. 
with an application form ask-
ing for a life history "mention-
ing the main turning points for 
your life" and a critique of two 
JWT ads. 

Despite the fact that those 
taken on are relatively few arid 
advertising is very popular as 
a career choice, the same 
students seem to crop up on 
many of the shortlists of other 
companies. As David 
Lawrence of Dorland agency 
says "it's at that stage we know 
we're competing for them as 
much as they are for us" 

Bring & Buy 
Kitson College Of Technology's 
charity appeal for "Children in 
Need" last week raised over 
5175. The appeal consisted of 
a Bring and Buy sale and also 
money pledged for the services 
of "hit squads" who hired out 
their services to attack people 
with custard pies in return for 
a SI fee. 

Alt bier Alani, the President 
of the Students Union, 
presented a cheque to the BBC 
on national television on the 
actual night of the appeal. 
Alani wished to thank all those 
involved who had been "very 
supportive". The money will be 
used to help local children. 

Bomb scare 
A bomb scare on Tuesday 
afternoon evacuated Leeds 
council buildings only yards 
away from the Polytechnic 
Students' Union. 

A suspect device was 
discovered in the annexe of  

the Civic Hall, 100 yards across 
a car park from the Poly 
Union. The whole of the area 
was sealed off for an hour 
while a bomb disposal team in-
vestigated the object. Later 
there was a controlled explo-
sion which rendered it 
harmless, and the area was 
reopened. 

Prog Rock 
The Prog Rock Society held 
their charity Megadisco at the 
Warehouse last Thursday night 
(17th) and raised 5200. 

The event, planned since 
Easter, proved very popular, 
with the club filled to capaci-
ty. Members of six rock 
societies outside Leeds were in 
attendance. namely York, Bir-
mingham. Huddersfield, Shef-
field, Manchester and Hull. 

The Prog, Rock Committee 
have announched that the pro-
ceeds will be divided between 
the Eritrean Tent Campaign, 
The Woodland Trust, and 
Children In Need. 

News commissioning — 
Uni office, Mon at 10.30 
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Tebbit abuse 

Norman Tebbit — out of focus with student opinion. 

G
overnors at Plymouth College of Further 
Education are continuing to defend their ban 
on political activities at the college in spite 

of the laws on free speech. 
The governing body has been told that its col-

lege rules which forbid political speeches, the for- 
mation of political 
societies and the dis-
tribution of political 
literature, are in direct 
contravention of the 
1986 Education Act. 

The law protecting free-
dom of speech was in-
troduced by the Govern-
ment to curb the power of 
radical student unions 
which had previously bar- 

by Tom Symonds 

red right-wing speakers 
from universities, poly-
technics and colleges. 

The Plymouth gover-
nors led by the city coun-
cil's deputy Conservative 
leader, Ralph Morrell, 
however, said that the 
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No apologies for 

Oy Vanessa Nolan 

L
eeds Polytechnic is one of eight polytechnics 
connected with a scheme to create a national 
Open Polytechnic. 

Politics outlawed 
at Plymouth college 

The scheme will be funded 
by Robert Maxwell's Pergamon 
Publishing Corporation and 
aims to achieve wider access 
into higher education through 
the 30 Polys nationwide. 

The technical expertise of  

the Maxwell Pergamois croup 
will be used to assist poly lec-
turers in preparing visual, 
audio and printed materials for 
use by students in their own 
home. Their international 
press magazine and media 

by David Bailey 

'
anleft extremists' 

F at the Polytechnic 
of North London 

have been accused of 
organising the demon-
stration where a crowd of 
students abused and spat 
at Norman Tebbit. 

Conservative students accus-
ed the Socialist Worker's stu-
dent Society of organising 'or-
chestrated chanting' which 
drowned out Tebbit's 40-
minute speech on Wednesday 
I tit h November. 

Tebbit had been invited by 
the Polytechnic's Conservative 
club to speak in favour of 
Government 	education 
policies. 

There has allegedly been a 
resurgence of extremism, not 
seen at the poly since the 
1970s, which includes frequent 
calls for protests and 
occupations. 

The Union has been 
unrepentant over its treatment 
of Tebbit and said no apologies 
would be given. 

outlets will be used to promote 
and distribute Open Poly-
technic courses. 

It is envisaged that many 
people who do not wish to at-
tend full-time courses due to 
financial or other restrictions 
will take advantage of the op-
portunity to improve their 
vocational skills. it is hoped 
that the scheme will start in 
the early 1990s, 

The Association will 
decide next week whether 
to take its first legal pro-
ceedings against Liverpool 
University. A meeting 
organised by the Universi-
ty's Conservative Associa-
tion featuring two South 
African embassy officials, 
was banned on the grounds 
that "It would not be possi-
ble to make adequate ar-
rangements to maintain 

by 
Stephanie Bentley 
good order:' 

Association chairman, 
Joe Baldwin, said the deci-
sion represented. "A scan-
dalous denial of free speech 
which has handed ex-
tremists of both right and 
left a licence to intimidate 
not just at Liverpool. but 
throughout the country."  

students at the college 
were there 'to work not to 
play at politics: 

But opposition to the 
ban is increasing amongst 
students and one of the 
college governors has 
resigned after calling the 
board 'repressive' The col-
lege's new principle, Guar-
dina Rospigliosi is also 
dubious about implemen-
ting any policy which con-
travenes the law. He 
defended free speech say-
ing "Liberty is a value that 
we ought to be committed 
to." 

The Freedom Association 
will also be watching Bristol 
University. where the 
debating society has invited 
a South African embassy 
official to address a 
meeting next Friday. 

A spokesman for the 
Association said: `Obvious-
ly we will be watching 
Bristol University with in-
terest. If the South African 
Officials can speak there, 
and they have spoken in 
the past at Aston, we will 
want to know why Liver-
pool has to he an 
exception.' 

T
he right-wing think-tank, the Freedom 
Association is preparing a dossier on the 
denial of free speech on campuses which may 

be used to challenge universities in court. 

Open all hours 

Universities face 
`think-tank' dossier 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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NUS 1 Loans 0 
The National Union of Students this week 

claimed its first victory in its campaign 
against the introduction of student loans. 

by Steve Ball 

low incomes would rise in 
line with inflation, break-
ing through the threshold. 
Conceivably all parents 
on low income would at 
some point have to con-
tribute all of the grant. 

To clarify matters the 
Department of Education 
said that it "Did not mean 
a freezing of the scale ... 
nor do we mean re-
indexing the scale annual-
ly by the retail price in- 

• Working for the Yankee dollar — or the Girobank one? 

`Loan watch' 
will be a 

regular feature 
in 'Leeds 

Student' that 
brings together 

all the news 
arising from 
the funding 

issue. 

English banks' 
mixed response.... 
by Katie Bennett 

The recently published proposals for student loans 
have received mixed responses from financial 
institutions who will be required to play a large 

part in the successful operation of the scheme. 
The scheme, using funds 	interested if the terms are right 

made available by the Trea- and we can see some 
sury. would provide students commercial advantage in the 
with loans of about £1,200 scheme' 
from 1990. The money would 
be repaid after graduation and 
in effect, the loan would be 	The other large high street 
interest-free. 	 banks however, are reported to 

Girobank, Britain's sixth 	have shown little enthusiasm 
biggest bank with 2m cust- because the proposals put 
omers. said it would be forward were vague and it 
delighted to accept an exclu- wasn't immediately obvious 
sive contract to administer the 	how they would benefit. 
Government's scheme for 	The Education Department 
student top-up loans. A said yesterday: "We are not 
spokesman said: 	 saying that the banks should 

'We are always seeking new administer the loans scheme 
opportunities and we would he 	for nothing:' 

Govt faces 
Scots wrath 
by John Pinedo 

U.S. Scotland accused the government of 
gross deception' over its claim that the 
average student reliance on benefits will be 

a mere £150 in the year 1990 earlier this week. 
this depressing figure was 	benefits. 

based on the White Paper 	The loan of £420 the Gove- 
estimate of £171 benefit per rnment plans to make availa-
academic year, with the Gover- ble in 1990 will clearly be ina-
nment choosing to ignore its dequate to even cover lost 
findings that 58% of students benefits in many cases, even 
rely on benefits over the though it exceeds the govern- 
summer. 	 ments own unaccountable 

New N.U.S. figures show that figures. 
a single student living in 	Scottish N.U.S. president, 
private accommodation and Benny McLaughlin, concluded 
unable to find a summer job that the axing of benefits to 
actually relies on between students is merely the 
£1,145 and £1,360 per year in cheapest way for the Treasury 
income support, unem- to make funds available for 
ployment, and housing the proposed loans. 

....but US are keen 
to do business 
by George Burn 

The US based finance company HFC, only rec-
ently declared as a bank, has put proposals 
to Kenneth Baker, for the provision of 'top-

up' loans to students from the autumn of 1990. 
A HFC spokesman referred positive bank action from HFC 

to the highly controversial after the way British banks 
loans as 'A business opportuni- have dragged their feet, being 
ty'. This is despite a good deal unhappy about Government 
of scepticism from the high pressure on them. 
street banks. though the Nat It's still unclear how the 
West chairman protests that system will work whereby 
"Every cu-operation is For- £420 per year will be lent to 
thcoming." 	 each student, though it is cer- 

There are about 30 financial rain that somehow the banks 
institutions involved in negotia- 	a re to be the reluctant 
tions including the State own- administrators. 
ed Girobank, which according Next year's grant of 12152 
to rumours, could be a cheaper will be frozen in 1990 and 
option for the Government_ 	students will lose all claims to 

Doubtless the Government housing and unemployment 
will he relieved to see some 	benefits. 

The Department of 
Education has written to 
the President of the NUS 
to clarify a 'misunder-
standing' over the recent 
White Paper. The White 
Paper had left unclear 
the future of means 
testing the parental con-
tribution to the grant 
component of the plann-
ed grant and loan 
combination. 

This had led to fears 
that the threshold for 
parental contributions 
would be frozen while 
the wages of parents on 

dex:' Instead it would be 
done "In such a way as to 
freeze the average 
contribution". 

An NUS spokesperson 
said that it was "A fine il-
lustration of how poorly 
drafted the whole paper 
was:' Terry Styant, Educa-
tion Secretary of Leeds 
University Union com-
mented, "If you were be-
ing cynical you could say 
that the government will 
keep the threshold as low 
as possible. 

A certain number of 
people will get caught. 
but not too many or 
there would be a public 
outcry". 
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• in Union c 
Don wins award 

ase 
0 has been paid to an 
ollowing his claim for 

by 
Suzannah Kinsella  
links, found that certain 
changes in college procedures 
were necessary to ensure 
reasonable freedom. 

Selbourne said that he 
believed the settlement to be 
'a complete vindication of my 
entitlement to write for the 
newspaper of my choice: 

With the case due to reach 
the High Court in two weeks, 
the college felt an amicable 
settlement to be the wisest 
conclusion to the dispute.  

Another 
NUS victory 
by Lesley Maitland 

L
oughborough Univer-
sity S.U. has joined 
toed the high percen-

tage of Student Unions 
throughout the country 
determined to remain af-
filiated to N.U.S., despite 
recent government pro-
posals for disaffiliation. 

At the recent general 
meeting of the joint student 
union of Loughborough 
University, the Technical Col-
lege and the College of Art and 
Design, at which six hundred 
people were present, the 
students voted by a ratio of 
28-1 to stay in NUS. 

An award of £57,00 
Oxford lecturer f 
wrongful dismissa 

David Selbourne. formerly of 
Rushkin college, left his posi-
tion claiming he had been 
ostracized by ,colleagues and 
victimized by students who 
boycotted his lectures. 

Selbourne had defied a trade 
union boycott of newspapers 
owned by Rupert Murdoch by 
writing an article for The 
Times in March 1986, two 
months after the dismissal of 
5,000 print workers. 

An inquiry last year by 
education ministers into the 
academic liberty of the college. 
which has strong trade union 

• • . 
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As Leeds Student goes to press, the outcome 
of Thursday's major NUS lobby against the 
Loans White Paper is unknown. What we do 
know is that the Poly has sent some 350 
students down to London, and the University 
around 450. 'Protest Fatigue' may have kept 
the numbers down as much as post-Thatcherite 
opposition torpor has, but the indication is that 
the sleeping giant of student protest can still be 
wakened once in a while — or at least it can 
toss fairly fitfully in its slumber if the conditions 
are right. 

The unfortunate fact is that for the loan 
'debate' (such as it is) to reach such a pitch pf 
demonstration and lobbying is a measure of 
how the Government's campaign of attrition on 
student Finance has borne fruit. Over thepast 
decade, we have seen neither the standard stu-
dent Unionist picture of random and ill-advised 
neglect of grants and benefits, nor the more stri-
dent scenario of a calculated attack on work-
ing class students (yeah, both of them) but 
rather a clever programme to engineer the con-
ditions under which a mortgaged system of 
provision for student support really is the only 
Immediate tenable option. 

By slowly running down the institutions and 
mechanisms of the creaky old pseudo-
egalitarian grants system, the Cabinet has 
carefully manoevred higher education into a 
position where the marketplace, with all its 
privations (and granted, immediate advan-
tages, especially in science and technology 
research areas) is merely a step away. Who 
can now argue realistically for the massive cash 
input required to get the grants system going 
ag_ain? You might as well try to resurrect the 
NEOC or the Lib-Lab Pad. 

it is manifestly true that the days of decent 
grants belong to the students who have gone, 
before us, and if they ever return then it'll be 
long after we're all out of here and in the real 
world. 

But the Government's cock-handed, philistine 
and unimaginative proposals are an antidote 
to the problem they themselves have created 
in the same way that twelve pints of Special 
Brew is a cure for a hangover. It gives you 
something else to think about entirely, like two 
grand's worth of debt to the government in-
stead of a wealth of hidden deficit against your 
parents' income. 

No-one likes to contemplate a tawdry future 
of learning-by-chequebook, but like death and 
axes it's becoming a certainty. Nevertheless 

it's beholden to us, some of the last genera-
tion to have anything near a vaguely credible 
student support system, to register a few last 
ores of disapproval before time's up and signs 
eading 'Sponsored by Rio Tinto Zinc' go up 

in every lecture hall. Enjoy yourselves ... it's 
later than you think. 

Editor: Andrew Harrison 
News editors: Robin Perrie, John Rigby 
News features editors: Karen Thornton, Tim 
WHltwell 
Sports editor Simon Ftigg 
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Beezy Marsh, lam Millar, Vanessa Nolan, 
Marilyn Sequiera, Julian Stern, Tom Symonds. 
Typeset by Editorial Services Ltd., 346 
Kirkstall Road, Leeds. 
Printed in England by Widnes Commercial 
Print, Widnes. 
Registered with the Post Office as a 
newspaper. 

natural tendancies, and stop being so self f 

STAND UP FOR YOUR LOVE RIGHTS 
r 

centred. 

B ROA 
I 'II answer any questions you want,' began The Guardian's I 

Assistant Editor, 'even if they're about redesigning and the success 
of The Independent. 

'Of course,' he added wryly, 'If there are more than two of them, I 
might get a bit tetchy.' 

He didn't, but it was a welcome return nonetheless for Mr David 
McKie when he spoke last week to a packed audience in the OSA 
Lounge, and subsequently to Leeds Student, about politics and the 
media. 

01 the 'great' newspaper proprietors, McKie 
singled Rupert Murdoch out for particular 
attention, given his undying support of the 
Conservative Party in the UK. and of the Labour 
Party in Australia: 'He's open-minded, but you 
don't have any choice as to where he opens his 
mind.' 

Of the 15 million newspaper readers every day, 
72% read a paper that whole heartedly supports 
the Conservative Party. The only popular Labour 
paper The Daily Mirror shifts 3 million plus copies 
a day — accounting for 21% on its own — and the 
'middle' quality papers take just 7V% of the daily 
market. 

'This very heavy imbalance is aggravated by 
newspapers acting as cheerleaders for parties,' 
continued McKie. 'it is not the editorials/leaders 
that influence, but the slanting and selection of 
stories — that's the bit that matters politically.' 

Questioned as to how those concerned could 
redress this imbalance. McKie was pessimistic in 
his response. 'There is a mix in these popular 
papers that people very much like,' he stated, 
whilst despite the 'technological revolution' that 
has taken place in the industry, theoretically 
making it easier and cheaper to start new titles, 
papers are STILL 'run by people who have 
something to conserve.' 

McKie was particularly critical of the presently 
all-pervading 'cosiness' of the media-Government 
relationship. the 'acquiescing' to the establishment 
line which places 'loyalty to yhtj Government 

nd free speech.' 
is to find out 

verybody...Our Sob is 
lar party lines) but to 

LETTERS 
Edited this week by Simon Rigg 
LEEDS STUDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT LET-
TERS WITHOUT CHANGING THE ESSENTIAL 
CONTENT. 

Dear Editor, 
This is in response to the article 'What difference does it 
make' (Leeds Student 11111188). Yes, very good, Student, 
you included an article about Lesbians and Gay Men 
without being pushed, however it wasn't very positive, was 
it? 
I would like to say that the way the writer branded us all 
out here as extremists was rather self-defeating. How else 
are we to overcome bigotry except by having the strength 
to come out to family, friends, workmates...proving to them, 
that we are not perverts and we are everywhere. We need 
to make ourselves heard as only a small proportion of us 
have the strength, courage and support to come out. 
The writer was correct about the lack of positive images 
for Lesbians and Gay men searching for an identity, so isn t 
it even more important for us 'extremists' to stand up and 
let ourselves be known. 
Katrina Pickering 
Chair of L.U.U. Lesbian and Gay Society 
Perhaps you should talk to the writer of the 

above loyalty to a free prpss 
The prime duty of the Ore. 

what's going on and inform 
not to be -helpful' (to parti 
report.' 

He expressed concermat the much more serious 
situation facing broadcakers. preiently being leant 
on absolutely unscrup)Ilously.' in the run-up to the 
Government's White paper on broadcasting 
deregulation. 	/ 

'Particularly sicketning is the way many papers 
have joined ConsVrvative backbenchers in putting 
down the BBC/ITV,' said McKie, adding that 
Murdoch standsito gain from deregulation (his 
interest in the "Sky' satellite network). 

'What of THEIR (the deregulated broadcasting 
companies) p6litical balance — will it be similar to 
these piles Of newspaper?' 

Recent notable events in the media-politics 
debate haire been the two-year tussle over 
Spycatcher, the Duncan Campbell 'Zircon' 
programine, other Official Secrecy Act 

• David McKie 

 

controversies, but most currently, the limitations 
imposed on the quoting of Sinn Fein 
spokespersons, MPs and political figures on TV 
and radio. 

It appears that newscasters may say what the 
person is saying over silent pictures of that person 
saying it (!), but McKie identifies at least three 
different official interpretations of the restrictions 
(and eagerly awaits the appearance of version 
four). This makes an assessment of the likely 
impact difficult as 'nobody knows what it means 
yet.' 

He suggests that the media will probably follow 
the standard practice of 'doing things and seeing if 
you can get away with it.' 

'In particular, it makes difficult the reporting of 
local politics...no sensible guidance (has been 

given) at all on this point.' 

In relation to the dorninari 
McKie spoke about the Witt 
challenge,' particularly in re 
Official Secrets Act. A Priva 
Shepherd Bill) was not take! 
clear for Douglas Hurd's pre 
Government's own ideas in 
proposals certainly seem to 
the ridiculous elements of tt 
(such as not being able to sg 
Officials had for dinner beta 
Secret) but according to The 
not be able to run stories sit 
published. In the important 4 
will not be liberalising, but i 
opposite. 

A CHRISTIAN SPEAKS 

Dear Editor, 
I am writing concerning the response to Neil Owen's let-
ter in last week's Leeds Student about Christian Attitudes 
towards homosexuality. 
As a Christian, I believe the bible to be the inspired word 
of God. Yes, there are passages in the bible, which speak 
out about homosexual practi :es negatively, but it isn't sole-
ly from there that Christians base their views. There are 
some passages which only make sense in the light of 
'positive' reading of sexuality and heterosexual marriage. 
It is dear that it is God's intention for either singleness or 
heterosexual marriage. 
Amanda Patrick 
President — Campus Crusade for Christ 
This is the view of a narrow minded, virtuous 
and egotistical person, who does not believe 
that others have a right to views different to 
her own. Be a little more open to people's 





Simply thebest 
taming for 
the business 

world. 
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AV1arWick McLintoc 
the UK practice, is 
the World's targest 
firm of professional 
atcountants. 

We are already 
planning for the 
,1990's and investing 
ir „itui yrOW14 I. 

Graduates - the 
partners and 
business managers 
of tomorrow have 
long been regarded by 
us as the key to our 
future success. As a result 
our reputation for professional 
and practical training is unrivalled. 

For the cream of this year's graduates, 
Chartered Accountancy with PMM is simply 
the best possible introduction to the busi-
ness world. For example it is estimated that 
over a quarter of the financial directors of 
the UK's top one thousand listed companies 
have been PMM trained. 

Even among the "Big Eight" Chartered 
Accountancy practices we are unique. We 
are distinguished by a departmental struct-
ure that offers exposure to all aspects of a 
client's account rather than a narrow school-
ing in audit. You will work with clients rather 

supported br 
department rna 

and traini 
senor, co • 
intellectual 
with except' . 

practi_n  
experience an 

enjoying the best 
possible prepara-

tion for passing 
your professional 

qualification. 

Our size and 
strength on both sides 

of the Atlantic and around 
the world creates a wide 

range of career options in finance, 
management and consultancy. Ability is the 
only deciding factor and progress can be fast 
moving and far reaching. 

Whatever your current degree subject, if 
you seek the best training for a career in 
business, choose Chartered Accountancy 
with PMM. 

For more details, please contact your 
Careers Adviser or write directly to: 
Charles Tilley, Staff Partner, 
Peat Marwick McLintock, 
1 Puddle Dock, Blackfriars, 
London EC4V 3PD. 

I>46- Peat Marwick McLintock 

Come along and meet us! 
We will be visiting Leeds University for a Presentation on the evening of 

the 29th November with interviews being held on the 30th November and the 1st December. 
Ask your Careers Adviser for full details. 
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YAZZ: Wanted (Big Life) 
Review by Boris Pasternak 

She's a big lass, is Yazz. In 
fact she's about seven feet 
three tall in her stocking feet, 
which is why we only just manag-
ed to get a picture of her onto this 
page. If she's been standing up 
straight then goodness knows what 
we'd have had to do. 

And goodness knows what one should 
do with her debut album Wanted. 

It's been touted as an unashamedly 
British dance album drawing together the 
many and varied strings of house and disco 
and hi-NRG and whatnot 	. it's got all the 
right connections, with ColdCut, The Beat-
masters and the Fon Force of Funky Worm 
fame pushing the faders and spinning the 
tapes . . . and with a large picture it looks 
pretty nice too. 

But the sad fast is that apart from the 
singles you already know, precious little of 
this collection actually cuts the mustard. A 
goodly portion of Wanted consists of flac-
cid pseudo-acidic lovers' soul stuff with 
neither 'The Only way Is Up's' relentless 
disco positivism nor the soulgirl wit that 
makes 'Stand Up For Your Love Rights.' 

Produced in the main — he notes with 
horror — by the grizzled Youth, variously 
of Killing Joke, Brilliant and The J.A.M.s, 
Wanted is hardly the sort of thing one 
wants to associate with the supposed 
burgeoning groundshell of new British 
dance sounds. Largely because you can't 
bleeding dance to most of it. 

And as for the sprinkling of super-
ficially 'caring' lyrics that cover this 
wearying platter like dandruff . . . 
Well Yazz may well be after a 
reputation as a Real Musician 
rather than a suave ex-model 
with twelve foot long legs and 
an unconventional but none-
theless captivating beauty, but 
she's better let someone else 
write her lyrics. 

It ever a debut album 
proved thoroughly, eye-
wateringly disappoin-
ting then it's Wanted. If 
the Funky Worm's LP 
falls as flat as this then 
I think 	probably die. 

theitiwt LI Trash Millagpcmine, 
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TENSE, NEW°  
Theatre Royal, York 
EXTEMPORARY 	DANCE 
THEATRE — SUDDENLY OUT OF 
THE BLUE 
Review by Helen Best 

Suddenly out of the Blue . . . sounded 
promising, somewhat like a 
psychological thriller, but suddenly out 
of the blue I was confronted not with 
a play, but extemporary dance. Yes, 
EXTEMPORARY, derived from extem-
pore, meaning 'Without preparation, 
offhand.' And what an apt title, 
because that's how it appeared; basic 
movements requiring no obvious 
technique or practise, but certainly a 
great conviction in what you're doing, 
because if I'd been up there, I'd hove 
been in hysterics. 

The intention of the Company is to 
break away from traditional theories 
of dance, including contemporary, 
which all rely on aesthetically pleas-
ing images of fluid movement. They 

claim to have two major aims: to 

challenge the notion that 'dance must 
always be beautiful', and to introduce 
'audience of all ages to the excitement 
and sheer fun of dance' (so says the 
programme). 

Dance however is, if nothing else, a 
visual, aesthetic medium, and if this is 
removed, the need is created for a 
deeper comprehensibility, for a clear 
conveyance of the inner aims of the 
work. Suddenly out of the Blue went 
no way to achieving this 
comprehensibility. 

The performance consisted of three 
sections. The first was an aggressive 
collections of songs in German accom-
panied by equally aggressive and ug-
ly movements (c.f., the still from this 
piece). As the movements were an in-
terpretation of the music, the lyrics of 
which were in German, they hadn't a 
hope of conveying the meaning. In the 
second piece they used a narrator to 
tell the tale of a family conflict, with the 
dancers improvising to the narrative. 
This was obviously more comprehen- 

sive, and yet was more mime than 
dance. The last section was inspird by 
the circus, using ropes and nets. This 
was by far the best piece, with intrigu-
ing movements and original body 
shapes, but was in turn ruined by a 
once again incomprehensible mean-
ing. The only elements of the perfor-
mance as a whole that were easily 
discernible were disturbing onces; vi-
sions of frigidity and promiscuity, of in-
cest and cannabalism. Freud would 
certainly have had a field day. 

This totally mystifying incomprehen-
sibility destroyed their second aim, to 
make dance more accessible to the 
general public; the bewilderment and 
discomfort of the audience was all too 
obvious. 

For all that, I still would not be 
prepared to pass off this new theory 
of cleric& completely; they need to 
revise, not to reject The performance 

left you thinking that if only you knew 
what was going on, you might like it. 

If only . _ . 

N1CO lCormon) 
Review by A Ross 
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good this tearing feeling 	. how good, how 

good. how good 

This sensation makes me feel like an animal. 
I love to feel debased. shorn of my integrity. Evert 
That last inch is taken away from me. is no longer 
part of me. They lime me up again to the final 

machine. tearing back my eyelids. drapping in 
acid. The pain. the pain is .. is everything to me 

now: all that I can think of is the remains of my 
i•v istetlure into shans and strewn across the 
(-ban' at Ole local of eel another new day. 

Gas is the thing. gas surrounds me and suf-
lOcalies.  me. fills me with dread. '26 unknown ear• 
einogens, 26 unknown cancer causing sup-
islements:. The +maid is dread. the work I is dead. 
I am the only thing that can survive. Smile at Hu•. 
even I know that the line bowel!' the fad) Zen! 
If Mil nothing. nobody care,, for me) and the body 
talinate II am the tally lia.rson that evisesi is sit 
slim as to he 	ticSartitaltil. 

I need to destroy ili. 
need to tiestrily myself and 
lay myself open to all of 

ateteks. I ant 
omit lung before You, look at me. I can smile even 
1114%S. 	, . 

It. Atka'. I saw it on the television.•  

THE HOUSE ON CARROLL STREET 
Revirm by Robin Perrir 

New 'fork. I 95 The disgustingly potent stench 
oi 11r t .11 thy ism Iles heavy over America. 

The wits air tail jt1,1 'Wall the lied_ the,, are 
eyervy, here. Anyone van be WV•. vile lint uteri 
a (PH, 14,1i asS 	 O•itilvers lo ....or a bait 
the lamb petition for noi HAI rig 	I %sail lulu 
man. oil it and thats 	atodi y one ul :Ili •k cry 
gitoling mats - 	stibersne„ treacherous 

"t ''stilt (sane tKelly 	find, out whenli 
sin r•tases to felt 	rommin•e %vital [hi•V vestal. 
They 	ay eil the peittotis and she had Dick 

Icillowing her for the rest of 
die film. 

As a result of Emily's subversion islet she loses 
her job and it 1s whilst doing a two-bit Joh fol.:1111 

some cash that she stumbles on a conspiracy to 

smuggle Nazi war criminals into America. 
To her credit Emily refuses to be persuaded. 

threatened or bribed to keep quiet and sets ghoul 
exiiosing the fact that the land of the free is har-
bouring Nazis to 'work for the good of America 
when the time is right". 

Although Emily and a willing cop (Jeff Danielsi 
succeed in foiling one particular operation, their 
efforts do little to change the prevailing at-
mosphere as Daniels is transferred to some 
baekwater and Emily &testi% get her job back. 

The film fails to exploit the full potential of' a 
promising idea. for example. the political issues 
involved are not explored at all. 

The fact that the ant.-communist oh,r ssn tn that 
pervades America even Imlay may he 110 enure 
than a corer for nennazism could have heen 
t'sanline 1. 

McGillis and Daniels 
are ClInvineing hut 
never outstanding and 
so help to produce 
nothing more than a 

ruin of 1111• mill thriller. 

SWEET DREAMS — ONE NIGHT FROM 
ONE THOUSAND 
Review by Hayley Lee 

I'm used lo going to plays where the w•lion takes 
pint- ' arid then the audience clap at the end —
in this performance the ataiienee failed to 'gap 
and so that was THE END. 5 es. the 1 Hiatt Tor-
te:Ins. tterforming.Sia vet ihrAms. ()Jut. Night from 
I tie Tilsiarsand lane a vertaiii arttsthr tempera-
ment unlike and mould-Ile ruinous 'wordy I'v• 

nvcr seen before. 'Thai the actor: decided to cut 
the play a third short due to a lack el a parti•ipa-
tion riti liar audience's  part_ was .1 shame. 'Hie 
a•tilr's being by per•sensinve to a is pical rescrs - 
ed English aildit•acc. was a sham,. !..1.1r fling all 

the stage in such a buff not only left the audience 
uncomfortable and unsure whether this was pan 
of the obscure drama. but also did themselves 
a caul injustice by demeaning their abilities to 
entertain their audience. 

Yes, it MLA be said that the Iwo yarns we did 
see were innovative. comic, and well-acted as well 

as effectively commenting on a number of cam-
trot, ersial issues — adultery. poverty. child-abuse. 
adoption, love, scandal and the homeless. 

The three actors' versatility of characters was 
fast. furious, flip and funny and UV tie r left the au-
dienve wondering for a moment why the Ugly 
Woman (Sita Rarnamurthyl suddenly is traasform-
ed into a fisherman, or why the Dishonest Detec-
tive Watt! Rhanacharjeei became the gossip. 
monger in the famous Butchered Baby in Brier-
Case tale. 

In rite! any probable misunderstanding was in-
terpr•t:tied in friar Brecht style by Sheila Chitnis 

up to the poim of their departure, of course. where 
the audiener at for a quarter of an hour waiting 
for the play to continue. What e'llra treats; the lir-

ban Turbans had up their sleeves in the last scene 
their intrigued, and yes. amused audience will 
never know. 

face this programme cif morality set in a web 

of coatis songs, darters and verse will all rum re• 
main a mystery as the only mentor).  the audience 
will have of this performing.  group is their hot 
tempers-and utter absurdity that had huhe to do 
with professional acting that up to here they we 
successfully attempting. Definitely one night in 
a thousand! 

TOP GIRLS 
Fimhnei Balloon 
Review by George Burn 

wa ihr•fiblled With pier,IC:11 	 .1 bad 

review appeared, so a•eording It IVA,  

glier-in'itt;tyni7int(Ijinis 
	rave 

 ta.1:Inititilil:h. a.isir'1.!ifllilaikut‘.  

In, I rant.  
wriri front Churchill. and so  

demands a much tighter pertormance than this 



*Pi 
k NORTH: THE SOUND OF THE 

DANCE UNDERGROUND 

(De-construction records) 
Review by Smash'n' Grab 
In the beginning there was 
House. And the people of the 
Northern Lands beheld House 
and knew it to be good and did 
learn to jack their bodies. The 
people of the South also 
beheld House and knew it to be 
too fast for their marijuana 
crippled limbs and pronounced 
it to be crap. Then, from across 
the great sea, came a new god 
called Ecstacy. And Ecstacy 
knew House to be good and it 
came to pass that the Southern 
peoples worshipped Ecstacy 
and they too learnt to jack 
their bodies. 

Time passed until the North-
ern folk entered into battle 

with the South and their 
weapon was called 'NORTH —
The Sound Of The Dance 
Underground'. 

-verses 9-16, 122 bpm. The 
Book of Jack. 

Unfortunately the bow was 
struck too late (house being 
decidedly overground with 
regular top ten hits) and more 
importantly: too little. 

It is odd that this compilation 
has been christened 'NORTH' 
when 'MANCHESTER' would be 
more apt being that Hacienda 
DJ Mike Pickering is behind six 
of the eight tracks featured. 
Admittedly the Hacienda 
maybe the brain and heart of 
the Northern house scene but 
it's the body that does the dan-
cing — so why no Nottingham 
or Sheffield bands? 

Despite drawing on only 
Smith-city talent this album re-
mains stylistically diverse. 
Tracks range from the old fave 
'Carina' by T-coy through sexy 
Annettes"Dreom 17' to the 
brutalise acid of Megagrlp and 
Frequency 9 and then stumbles 
dazedly into the future with 
the brilliant 'Voodoo Ray' by A 
Guy Called Gerald. 

NORTH should have been an 
anthology of Northern house 
spanning several cities and 
four years worth of dancing 
but it is not. I find it hard to 
believe that the entire top two 
thirds of our country can only 
produce seven decent house 
artists compared with The 
House Sound Of Londons' fif-
teen. If London is the 'Jacking 
one' then the North must be 
the 'Locking Zone'. 
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SI NGLES 
Reviewed by Vee 
BODY BEAT 
ARSENAL — MANIPULATOR 
(BLAST FIRST) 

The other remnants of Big Black, after 
the desertion of R "eman carry on the 
fine tradition. This is a BIG NOISE, 
which is strange for a band named after 
such an appalling footy team. Crushing-
ly intense, its all fire-power, undirected, 
left to spray out. 

This is what I want o hear in music, 
intensity that's bellowing flames, all 
force and infernal passions. 

SKINNY PUPPY — CENSOR 
(CAPITOL) 
A re-mix of the LP track 'Dogshit'. Its 
like crawling on your naked belly over 
shards of shattered gloss, leaving blood 
trailing behind. I don't want it to seem 
that I'm biased in any way (well, of 
course I am) but I believe in the total 
GUTS of his music. The very edge of the 
New Beat movement, the rhythms 
crashing apart on the rocks of censored 
desire. Ever been trapped in a vivisec-
tion parlour? Plague Dogs, schmague 
dogs. I love the sound of my awn 
screams. 

GUT ROCK 
THE BEATNIGS — TELEVISION 
(ALT. TENTACLES) 
There once was a lady called Marion 
Stalker, who taught Science at a High 
School in southern Alabama. One day, 
one of her students decided that they 
didn't like the way that she was dic-
tating and proceeded to eviscerate her 
in front of the entire class. It would have 
been even better if it could have been 
broadcast on the telly. Watch murders 
with mother or something. 

I like to lose myself in front of the TV 
screen, to become absorbed in the 
simulacrum of media creotionsim. What 
have the Beatnigs got against the mass 
of people that would make them want 
to take away the only pleasure that 

most of us have? Frankly, Adrian Sher-
wood should have locked up the lot of 
them and let the post-situ posse loose on 
the vinyl. 

MIND BLAST 
HUMANOID — STACKER 
(WESTSIDE) 
Already riding high in the local stats, 
and surely bound for national excess, 
this is absolutely the opposite of the 
abomination that the Beatnigs have 
unleashed. Precise, circling, entrapping, 
jerk, jerk. The smiley face ignored, I 
can't imagine anything that is less 
human, less substantial. It is the perfect 
representation of the TV mind, 
everything is imitation, only imitations 
can be reproduced Who cares about 
reality anyway? 

EYEBROW SHAKE 
THE ORCHIDS — UNDERNEATH 
THE SINK, THE FIELD MICE — EM-
MA'S HOUSE (BOTH ON SRAH 
RECORDS) 
Spare me from wimps everywhere. This 
desire to regress to a childlike innocence 
is all very well, but all these third 
generation anorak bonds rely on half 
Forgotten sixth generation memories of 
childhood. It isn't really all flowers and 
light and unrequited love. No fucking 
way, 

Were you ever bullied at school? 
Childhood is all violence and ex-

tremities. I never saw any light there. I 
remember death and hate a lot from my 
childhood, what about you? 

one, The play first throws together a bizarre unit 

of dinner partners ranging from a Japanese 

concubine lo a fourteenth century peasant, a 

female Pope (really!) to an employment agency's 

managing director. The latter. Marlene. is the 

play's emir constant figure!. as suddenly the play 

becomes the .stury of Marlene•s rise up the lad-

der and the idolising of her M her niece. Angie 

lactualh her daughter). 
Clare Thibault's Marlene gases assurance to a 

pretty venous rag. Hut Claire Cave was un-

doubtedly the star. playing very convincingly the 

netertait If) seat old Angie. units tiers rn. also 

,1,,erN1.,  a mention 101' her portrayal of Atigle's 

I 3 s eat old friend. hit. 
The play attempted to .boss the ways women 

are either forced to iiatInnit to domination or to  

fight back using male 	 whether it hr a 

sey of ambition. 

'Top Lids' was a decidedly amateur 

production basiralb larking direction. It 

had its moments Ilike the recolleetion of a Pope 

gi‘ing  birth 	 1.111111 I left 

dissatisfwel. 

STEVE EARLE: COPPERHEAD ROAD 

(MCA) 
Review by Adam Higginbotham 

This is a reword made bet a man with a problem. 

A man with no identity . A man who simply doesn't 

know who he is. Once_ he thought hr was Hank 

illiams. Then. tinder a bone-splintering aright 

of bemused critical opinion. he began so suspect 

that he w as Bruce Springsteen. Howe-see-. after 

some ..VW!. of a \p•iantly turning up ill caver-
nously empts stadiums acrom the globe read!, to 

perform stirring blur-collar anthems, and 

elisctorieng that all 50.000 people had all 

sinuiltatietaish.`Iiipped out to the toilet,: be realis-

ed that he. wasps, Bill now. In 1 9.1-1■-i_ 7•1!•41 Earle 

has seen the light . 	 J1 	\ COI GAii 

NiE1.1.AN(:1111). 

Vs'iill tltts, his lir,t album in ties particular in- 

carnation. Serer manages fine %..1111 the first side. 

the fag. upbeat. gotaltinte- 'Paper on Fere' side. 
1.111% rrallc Nhen he gets down to the second 

lien he spend- twenty mellows frying to 

get 'Jack and lhanne• twit right !hat he walls 

1111,4, the mark. 

As long as he's got a guitar 	manically 

at. and a C 	I 1.)1r Bus slut It tell. as he has 

on the title track and -The Herter, 	Hand'. 

ate i,e's 	!so O.K.. lie e‘ en managed 

to get The- Powers sufficiently ltouglas Bader ell 

to help hint belt through another song about how 

unpleasant the 1 imnain R at was, [tot. 

come the ern I of the first sole. he run, out of 

unteinpo itunele•rs. arid uppers into a sciertioli of 

alien:a•ls maks litsh and simply mediocre lose. 

songs, terminating in the totally pitiful "Nothing 

But Child. 

This is an album with :131 	41111 a '111' side, 

Sieve should Iii 111111, He should 14, told that it's 

singles that are supposed to be like that. Vlore 

Important than that, he should be )old that, sootier 

or later. 1w%, going lee run ma lif famous alter-egos. 

TOE LA'S 11.11..11.. Tartan Hart 

Review by Phil 	h 

'There she got... the La'- new single. is a -totem 

eoniendor lot the rtite.t infectious lime of the 

is a viten-all% gluier 	peep song about a 

lost .411mi Itteaking tip tronsidering the title. not 

uses surpri.iii re.111N!r, lad it has far 111111'• in com-

mon with Ihc Nler.es -heat of the eretrs than the 

mans mdse petit bands of to la, It-, elm malls. sur- 

prising 	the tart awl the 1.a.. are 

and probalob.. along with the rest of the 

wit, Ilasi• art  olt•,e,...ton vial' the Beatles. 

I low es er. leasing onl% released R... sine.,1c-  in 

Ihe 1.1.1 eighteen month.. wlucli i. Ira. iliatt pro-

lific. moats' dna a lark it( 111:11rrial voiilt) be a Firt•- 

bli.m: fortunately it wasn't. Th•,. plastid .0 ,c1 of 

trinstls upbeat .mug• like the single. is Inch were 

so refreshinglY simple. that the chelerd  

matte, of 	tlidtt) bore and the .baer.elenu.-i  
folks numbers added 1.1arich 

The 	 my lit Illy c 	It 
was !h•rr .11111 Called for 'Hard Has- 	ight' — 

I hel. didn't Alas ii. bill if tha•s had a wouldn't lease 

stood out. their Imo material was so good. 

Di iiii sour Jr/Kilgore Trout(•arehonme) 

Review by Andy Pemberton 

One [ninth-ell and lifts seven seats ago t•tlioi, the 

German philoseeplier liegel Med. The Hegelian 

-Astern sass the whole world. natural. Itistorival. 

intellectual. as .1 dialectical process. tin this dm, 

Dinosaur Jur plait-el the 11 arehousc. a gig w leieli  
l'itl•tirr be would 11.e., attended. Wits? lie-cause 

if Hegel were aloe toda% he'd "sth'.1 gii 'Mr 

(:raigs• . 
That's wit). Kilgore Troia pros ids an antor• 

fratlitt•less landscape of noise tel (here 

is no sublime 	 \iitliing io pin 

s our 111111C7, ..1). s"11 ■11■11■111 11111 111'41 FIlli•ll . s oii  

•11.U.11,1%Cls 

metallic', that the fillings in nn II•c111 F•-Iliad ill!' 

eel Mete presence and suggesi %se- 11.41 Min e• fur-

ther hark (teem the maelstrom. tier dawn n together. 

somewhere, talk master.. It's the last time I take 

THEM in a gig. 	 IrsI less. %Ai lack Ili.- 

undetelerient of haymow. and corvine %Miele • 

that make NIN Bloods 1 alentine nn 1111'1••-,111'■. I 

was Irving t. )den. .1. C. Tempi, bluel, out 

mei-idling I couldn't talk. I couldn't thnik. Puma 

ale:rs . thinking. The enormott.. For a 

160 second I thought 1 saw the shadows ..pit  ii 

eel Hegel. hugging a pint 	7makelote and Mack 

to his • hisses lapping Ilk rioa 	, . 

11'111w•atli-  011% ,auri11)1(.11 on stage with 111,- 

grralr'.-4 -4•11 oarothatison EVER: 1 hope 

pi, languid rural. lailf•li 14•1•1111.1{4, 1PrI,N.,•11 

each tirade. make dm set feel like W.I.. fill . 

sat 'NC.. This V64111111 Is• the ease. ii ii were nea ito 

teak Scene'. THE single of the seat. guile  

shunting and Inning reign- stage. 

Hot for this I fear Mr. Craig ssouhl epee ii 
the delightful eomplem of myseli and ' writ:ills ill, 

spirit tit -.time Iron}' dead nhilltiatillier. 

14mA:4115 Trash NliciscoxiXs4e 5 
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er even puffed a 
	Cut are not 

drone statemen such as — I can't 
unties* 	ping". Sad, huh? 

is the calm?, ton between 'Acid' and 
DeApite the cid mixer's plea that the 

merely an connected title, drugs 
of the whole business. The 
an era of revivals and 

1 too often these days 
just a revamped Golde 	idle 

g to remember. Ret is all the 
• e. 	use is the merging 	a #rciett 
ne 	le •at and electronic 	ehedega.- The 

is 	best attempt ye o develop the 
sic to listen an dance- to when 

nod 	high. Acid is t proceesesntut4e, the 

get stoned to J 
musical anawe 

Cale" and in is "Let's 
for driagm.04*le 
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owever, the re 

attributed aol 
sound, for the 
possibility of a  

to ex loft. It is hard to believe that 
N unobtainable thro 

12 as 
which wai 

reventiee and 	v eighties has s 
the iambs of London 	Manchester, 
certain extent, Leeds- At ices to two 
quid a• tab it matir cheap 	ning's 
entertainment (or son:ie. T 	Lion is 
when tripping s° Mara and bar. costs le 

ut on the plait. 	- 
And then, o 	there's Fca sv — 

Designer Drug con ..•  , iog LSO 'bu epute 
give only 'good trips', 	no bum 	s wit 
little beauty they say. Ser 	Jong 	e 
of the drug are as yet uncle idt. • I w 
that, as well as causing the d 
brain cells, it is known to harm • li 
kidneys. Despite the risks, and t 
caught on alarmingly fast. One de er 

and two hundred 
ts? —Just kids 

phenomenon _ , by many great arliab &no writ", 
their thouglaim and ideas bat.i40-± 
that they are dandperoutsPerri*aure 
reaulted  
ninny 	 - the 
D 	scene, but the Acid 	ne too 

cid House is fresh: it's danceable 
but beneath all the smiles and the 
hype it might have started a worrying treat 
the repercussions of which as yet remain 
unknown. 
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Ecstasy is toxic. It starts to 
poison the brain at 1.7mg/lKg 

of body weight. This cor-
responds very closely to the 

levels required to get a buzz. 
The safety margin is very small. 
It poisons by depleting.  the 

brain's serotonin. This reduces 
control forever over sleeping and 

waking, mood. sexual activity, and 
sensitivity to stimuli. Current 

research on 34 long term Ecstasy 
users suggests that they have a 'per- 

i sistent alteration in the serotonin 
system'. It is also thought that dopamine 

where dopomine depletion is associated 
is depleted in the areas of the brain 

%......., 	with Parkinson's disease. There are also ss.......- 
reports that MDMA may induce seizures 
and reduce resistance to infections. 
Maybe half of the Eestacy users will ex-

perience mid nausea and a tightening around 
the jaw. This is often accompanied by anxie-

ty. Blood pressure and heart rate rise, which 
is dangerous for anyone with heart problems. 
Ecstasy dehydrates you fiercely so the drug 
can leave a hangover. Also, like L.S.D., after 
a trip it may be difficult to sleep. 

Unlike L.S.D., you keep in touch with the 

THE BAD TRIP 

L.S.D. has the ability to strip someone of his defences. 
Awareness becomes intensly vivid while self-control over 
input is diminished. The person becomes a passive 
monitor, who's loss of control of integral stability has 
been described at its height as a 'dying of the ego. 

Bad Trip experiences include fears of death, perma-
nent insanity and disgusting sexuality, and feelings of 
despair. After only one L.S.D. experience some peo-
ple can become victims of anxiety, panic reactions, 
depression, paranoia, psychosis, and even suicide. 
under L.S.D.. a person may be unable to cope with 
disturbing experiences. A man at a funeral in Califor-
nia found his grief so exaggerated that he slashed his 
wrists. 

One third of people who have bad reactions to L.S.D. 
experience 'flashbacks. These can occur up to a year 
after the drug was last taken and can last up to 30 
minutes. They can he just like a dream or a period of 
perceptual distortions and periods of depersonalisation. 

Chronic anxiety states are common and may be ac-
- companied by depression and coloured by the L.S.D. 

experience. They can last many months and react poorly 
to tranquillizers or psychotherapy. Psychotic states can 
occur in people who have found a resolution of their 
problems in the transcendental state but, after coming 

I A A 
down, find that their increased understanding is not 
understood by others. They consequently withdraw 
from the world to maintain their sense of uni-
queness. There are also many reports of people 
becoming completely apathetic and un-
competitive. Generally speaking, L.S.D. can be 
bad from the brain. 
MDMA, 3. 4 Methylenedioxymetham-
phetamine to the chemist, but 'Adam. ‘XTC' 
or 'Eestacy' to its users. is supposed to be the 
New Age L.S.D. It has been around since 
1914 when it was patented as possible ap-
petite suppressant. In 1953 it was one of 
the 	psych- 

edelics tested by the U.S. Army for interrogation pur-
poses but was considered too toxic after testing on 
animals. The drug was rediscovered in 1975 and its 
illicit use began. In Britain it has been illegal since 
1977, in the States since 1985. 

MDMA is a cross between Acid and Speed, being 
related to mescaline and amphetamine. It therefore has 
psychedelic and stimulant effects, though the latter ef-
fect is misleadingly accompanied by a feeling of relax-
ation. There is often an overwhelming feeling of 
euphoria. The pupils dilate to an extraordinary size 

and hot shivers across the head and dizziness are 
common. 

The overwhelming majority of MDMA users report 
good experiences. Its main beneficial effects seem to 
be a feeling of affection and warmth, a removal of in-
hibitions, and a heightening of sensuality by enhanc-
ing the pleasure of physical contact. A friend of mine 
described how he almost orgasmed when a girl suck-
ed his finger. Many users have an increased desire for 
sex although Ecstasy makes it all but impossible to come. 
People on MDMA supposedly fall readily in love. This 
can, however, lead to unrealistic partnerships. You 
should never marry after Ecstasy. 

Some psychotherpists have found MDMA to be of 
 in the treatment of depression, marital discord, 

and couple therapy. There are also possibilities for its 
use in the treatment of psychoses without 

the zombie-like effect of other drugs. 
MDMA successfully relieved 

cancer patients from pain and 
helped them to reduce pain in 
between MDMA sessions by 
recreating the experience in 
their imagination. Their have 

been reports of feelings of 
cosmic love' and the forgiveness 

of the self and others preceeding 
the relief of pain. Also, few long 

/lasting problems have followed MDMA 
sessions supervised by professional 

psychotherapists. The same can be said of 
L.S.D. under controlled conditions. 

Unfortunately. unlike L.S.D., an overdose of 
Ecstasy 	can be fatal. There are, to date, 

6 confirmed deaths 
resulting from the taking 

of Ecstasy, including a 
healthy woman in her thir- 

ties who took 2-3 times the / 
'average' dose.  

outside world during a session, and sometimes the 
hallucinogenic effect may seem so mild that users 
habitually double or treble the dose to Very toxic levels. 
it is claimed that long term abuse of Ecstasy will not 
occur because the feeling of nausea increases and in-
sight diminishes with further use. This claim is dubious 
considering reports that a significant number of peo-
ple have taken Ecstasy more than 200 times. 

S 

S 

• 

S 

0 

• 

0 

• 
• 

• 
• 

S 

• 

• 
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To make things worse, there are increasing complaints 
to release of a 'delayed anxiety disorder' in some pa-
tients, relating to the psychedelic effects of MDMA. Days 
later, some users feel anxious and worried both by the 
original experience and by continuing visual distortions, 
or by events that reminded them of their 'trip'. MDMA 
is thought to cause a release of previously suppressed 
anxieties or guilt. This is in line with its ability to dissolve 
inhibitions. 

Due to the Speed effects of MDMA, frequently 
repeated doses over several days leave the users in a 
`chaotic and burnt-out state'. People experience extreme 
anxiety, confusion and depression after heavy use. 

Whether you think the benefits outweigh the risks 
is your own personal choice but one thing is certain; 
after a record MDMA seizure in London of 2500 tablets 
in July, and far more L.S.D. being manufactured, we 
should see a lot more of both drugs in the future. Street 
prices should dramatically fall. 

Victims of the adverse reactions to these drugs seem 
in the main to be a silent minority. Many are not even 
aware of a problem. Leeds Drug Dependency Centre 
has not had one patient referred with Ecstasy or L.S.D. 
addition but people with Ecstasy and L.S.D.-related pro-
blems do exist, in significant numbers. Those brought 
to the attention of Release are the tip of the iceberg. 
So if you are thinking of getting 'on one matey, be warn-
ed, you could be the next victim. 

!r, 
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10 NOV — 
3 DEC 

ASSURANCE 
by Dion Boucicault 
adapted by Ronald Eyre 
directed by Tim Luscombe 
'London Assurance . should be revived annually 
as a tonic to the nation Jeremy Kingston. The Times 

Box Office 
(0532) 
442111 

EAT Y'SELF FITTER EAST OF EDEN 
MANDALAY RESTAURANT, 
Harrison Street, Leeds. 
Reviewed by Vee and 
Andrew Harrison 

T
his is not, repeat NOT, a 
student haunt. This is the sort of 
restaurant that you frequent if 

you can afford to leave at least 
half of your meal and not think 
twice about it. 

As Indian restaurants go, the majority 
are much of a muchness, selling the some 
selection of dishes, cooked and served in 
much the some way. 

The Mandalay is not a 'normal'  

restaurant as an average student would 
understand it, It is 'a restaurant' the way 
Aretha Franklin is 'a singer! 

For a start, it has a lounge to partake 
of drinks before the meal begins. And, 
more importantly, it has a wine waiter 
who, like the rest of the staff, actually 
smiles for the great majority of the time 
that he is serving. 

The atmosphere is excellent, open and 
friendly, with a good-humoured staff and 
none of the obsequiousness that makes 
dining in some self-styled quality 
restaurants a chore rather than a delight. 

And the food, the food is just 
superb. The set menus, for just on twelve 
pounds, provide feasts that are simply too  

large to even consider consuming in full. 
After three starters (including a mouth-
watering Onion Bhaji}, we were presented 
with a huge variety of small dishes, 
ranging from Bhindi Bhaji and the 
ubiquitous Naan (though to attempt to 
equate anything at the Mandalay with the 
food served elsewhere is to do it a serious 
injustice) through to the obscurest of 
Tandoori delights. 

For those with a bent for the mysteries 
of the Tandoor, the Mandalay 
Tandoori Dinner in particular provides 
some five or six meticulously prepared 
main course choices — plus pickles and so 
forth — of such pristine quality to make 
the £12.50 price a positive bargain. 

But to be honest it seems pretty much 
impossible to go wrong with any choice 
from the Mandaloy's encydopaedian 
range. 

Faced with such a toyshop of a menu, 
the temptation is to wade in and hang the 
expense — not a good idea unless you've 
a loaded parent with you who needs your 
goodwill to get them through a costly 
divorce with minimum hassle. 

We're not going to describe anything in 
detail, because it would only make your 
mouths water too much. The prices are as 
out-of-this-world as the food, but for that 
once in a lifetime foody binge, the 
Mandalay cannot be beaten. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

`guffaws giggles and 
grins...a feast of hilarity' 

YEP 
STUDENT STANDBY 

half price Mon-Thurs 
from 6pm on day. 

(subject to availability, 
union card required) 

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE 
FILM THEATRE 
Calverley Street 442111 

Double Bill 
Sun 27 Nov at 6.00pm 
OH! MR PORTER (U) 

A showing of Will Hayes' comedy 
classic to celebrate his centenary. 

and at 8.30pm 
THE LADY VANISHES (PG) 

The original Hitchcock version of this 
stylish thriller. made fifty years ago. 

Both films for £2.50 

"Typical? 
Me? 

ou're joking!" 
"I don't do things by halves. I aim high. 
I certainly didn't start my course intending to 

...get an 'average' degree. So the last thing I was 
looking for was an 'average' career. 

Grant Thornton caught my eye very early on. 
Like me, they don't compromise. They're looking 
ahead — and they're looking for the best 
graduates around. And it seemed to me they 
could afford to be choosy. 

I liked the way each of their 50 nationwide 
offices had its own definite character — there was 
no question of being satellites for a big head 
office. Each office had its own range of clients, 
from large organisations to smaller, fast-growing 
businesses where Grant Thornton are actually 
helping their clients to develop and become more 
successful. So there was a great opportunity for 
lots of client contact and involvement. 

The average length of audit assignments was 
short, too, which meant a better breadth of 
experience for me. And after qualification, 1 
could transfer to different offices and choose to 
specialise in a particular discipline. 

Naturally, I don't make career decisions on 
impulse. I checked their partner/staff ratio, and I 
could see the promotion possibilities were 
excellent. 

But you know what I liked most of all? Just as 
I wasn't looking for a typical accountancy career 
— they weren't looking for a typical accountancy 
candidate' 

Contact Rose Lane, National Personnel 
Officer, Grant Thornton, Grant Thornton House. 
Melton Street. Euston Square, London NWI 
2EP, for a copy of our brochure, or find out about 
our presentation from your careers service. 

We are an Equal Opportunities Employer. 

Grant Thornton 
Chartered Accountants 
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Cannon Cinema, Vicar 
Lone, Leeds 151 
Tel. 4510131452665. 
Adm. £2.50, £1.30 with 
union cord Mon-Fri before 
6pm. No smoking. 

1: SCROOGE Mon-Sat 
1.10pm, 3.25pm, 5.40pm, 
8.25pm, Sun 2.20pm, 
4.50pm, 7.45pm 
2: A FISH CALLED 
WANDA 
3: NICO Mon-Sat 1.10pm, 
3.35pm, 6.05pm, 8.25pm, 
Sun 2.15pm, 4.30pm, 
7.4.5prn 

Cottage Read 

.1t-t•=41266suilkutmcis 156 
Tel: 75 	. Adm. £1_00, 
£1.50 with union cord 

BIG 
Late nighters: 
10.45 pm THE 
UNBEARABLE 
LIGHTNESS Of BEING 
Hyde Park Picture 
House 
Brudenell Road, 
Headingley, Leeds LS6 
Tel: 752045 
Sun 27th Nov for 6 days 
(not Wed 30th Nov) 
FRANTIC (15) 7.30pm 
Wed 30th Nov for one 
day 
AMADEUS (PG) 7.30pm 
Late nighters at Ilpm: 

Fri25thi 25th Nov VICE VERSA 

ro i  t 26th Nov THE NAME 
OF THE ROSE (18) 

Leeds Playhouse 
Calverley Street, Leeds 
LS2 3A.1 
Tel: 442111. Adm. £1.80, 
double bilk £2.50. Tickers 
on sale 30 min before 
pr*. 
yen 27th Nov 
OHO MR PORTER (U) 6pnt 
ales THE LADY 

VANISHES (PG) 8.30 . 
Double bill, odm £2.5 . 

Lounge Cinema 11011 
North lane, Headingley, 
Leeds LS6 
Tel: 751061/758932 
A FISH CALLED WANDA 
5.50pm, 8.20pm; Sun 
5pm, 7.30pm 

Ochson Cinema, 
Upper Briggate, Leeds LS1 
Tel: 430031 Adm. £2.80, 
£1.80 with union cord. 

1: THE HOUSE ON 
CARROLL STREET 
1.30pm, 3.45pm, 6pm, 
8.20pm 
2: BIG 12.50pm, 3.10pm, 
5.35pm, 8.10pm 
3: BUSTER 1pm, 3.15pm, 
5.35pm, 8pm 
4: SNOW WHITE 
12.55pm, 3pm,_. GOOD 
MORNING VIETNAM 
5.0Sprok„ 8_05prn 
5: COMING TO 
AMERICA 12.30pm, 3pre: 
COLOURS 5.30pen, 
R 'Dram 

ASTORIA 339 Roundhay 
Rd (490914) 
Fri 25th Nov LITTLE 
CHIEF, TELEFUNKEN 
U-47'S, FOUR MILLIONS 
Sat 26th Nov RONALD 
'SHANNON' JACKSON 
& THE DECODING 
SOCIETY 
Mon 28th Nov ALBERT 
LEE with HOGAN'S 
HEROES 
Tin 29th Nov FAT 
PASHLEY'S ALLSTARS 
JAZZ SAND 
DIN2IIISS Of YORK 
16cor Lams (453929) 
Fri 25th Nov THE PRETTY 
THINGS 
Sot 76th tiov WAR ON 
WANT with LASSA 
ihAS SA 
Sun 2741 Nov HAMIS• 
IMLACH 

Mon 28th Nov ZOOT & 
THE ROOTS (again ;) 
Tee 29th Nov ME 
FUZZTONES 
Wed 30th Nov IAN 
MACKAY'S FUGAZ1, 
JOYCE MCKINNEY 
EXPERIENCE & KARMA 
SUTRA 
Thor 1st Dec 1000 
VIOLINS 

IRISH CENTUE York 
load 
Wed trel:ol MICHAEL 
KATON 
WSW $430171 
Thames asedbble

)  
 ham 

Ilemsods 
Toe 2916 NetraINE 
LOVES Man 

U 1430117 W _ 
Tickets tresedis bee CIS 
Shop (WV). iessbe 
Records, 
Tlivr la Dec THE 
POGUES 

WAREOOLISE 19.21 
Sonerrs St. (468287) 
Wed JOlh Ntry 
aRtpf E L i tAXIS 
I FM< 	I-Dr • sA 

friday 25th 
November 
ALTERNATIVE 
CYCLING SOCIETY 
- Pennine Hut Trip. Meet 
LUU steps, opprox 5pm; if 
you want to come, sign up 
and cough up 
asap...PLEASEI Bring 
yourself a bike and a 
skewing bag. 
J-SOC - Syrian Jewry 
Speaker. OSA Lounge at 
1pm. All welcome. 
J-SOC - Shabbat comes 
in at 3.40pm and goes out 
at 4-54pm. Services in 
Hillel House at 5.30pm on 
tr4ibota8 10am Saturday. 

Shalom. 
GORBACHEV'S 
GLASNOST 
- Living Marxism Forum 
at Leeds Poly' Conference 
Room at 7.30pm. 50p 
u
tir

voised/E1 waged. 
RN DANCE 

SOCIETY - 
Cheese and Wine party, 
RH Evans Lounge. 7.30pm 
'till late, members £1, non-
members £1.50. 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
REGGAE AND DUB 
PARTY - 
Tartan bar, 8.30pm-tam, 

£1.50. Includes West 
Indian food and Anti-
Apartheid stall. 
LUU CONSERVATION 
VOLUNTEERS - 
dry-stone walling 
residential at Staffordshire 
to 27th Nov. Meet of LUU 
steps at 6.45pm. Bring £3 
for Food and beer money, 
sleeping bag and warm 
clothing. Sign up at our 
noticeboard. 
Saturday 26 
November 
ENGLISH SOCIETY 
Trip to see Romeo and 
Juliet 2.30pon in York. 
Tickets available in Union 
extension every dinnertime 
this week. Price £2.50 
MUSIC SOC-CONCEIT 
Mozart Requiem & 
Orchestral Pieces, at St 
Chad's, Headingley, at 
7.30pm. £2/£1.50 
concessions. 
LUU CHRISTIAN 
UNION - TALK; 
'God The Creator,' at 

7.30pm at Wrongthorn 
Church Hall (opposite the 
Hyde Pork pub) 
Sunday 27 November 
CATHSOC 
IARNDANCE -
at Rivington Hall. Moss at 
3pm, coach leaves 
Parkinson steps at 4pm. 
Tickets from Catholic 
Chaplaincy, £6/£7 incls 
transport, live music & 
food - ONLY TWO 
TICKETS LEFT - DON'T 

BE LATEI 
FOLK SOC - Brewster 
Bovis Combo at the 
Packhorse, Woodhouse 
Lone at 8.30pm, 
80p/£1.50. Come and 
freak out to scene hot 
sweaty music at o hot 
sweaty gig. 
Nei* imrs  meg" 

PROO ROCK DISCO - 
8.30-12pm in the Tartan 

9
bar. Members free before 
pml 

CATHSOC 
PLOW:II/MANS LUNCH 

1.30pm at the Catholic 

a l""clige4rtc:rTIVI 
CABARET - 
Lunchtime at Leeds Town 
Hall. 50p; beer and curry 
etc available. 

Tarettior ar 
New 
SUMAC PARTY -
in the RH Evans Lounge. 
Free drink & free entry for 
members, and drinks 
promo. So lain on the 
door if you want to work 
in America or Canada, or 
an a children's comp in the 
US this week. 
PALESTINE 
SOUDARITY SOCIETY 

Speaker from medical aid 
for Palestine. Ror 
Stevens LT21 at 7pm -
FREE. Also, international 
day of solidarity with 

Palestine - check Union 
boards for other events. 
LLEDS POLY SJAG 
Caine to the long room at 
Bedtetts Pork from 
1-1.30pm to write letters 
to refvsenik Irina Khassin. 
Wednesday 30 
Nevernber 
PALLST1141 
SOLIDARITY SOCIETY 
VIDEO - 
'Women & The 

Revolution.' 7prn in the RH 
Evans lourt.,  
SEARCHLIGHT 
SPEAKER - 
Ipte at LPSU Ents. 
'Fascism in Europe - one 
tunnel, many entrances 

1180=PU 
I Dece

PE
mber 

PTS OF 
nu MEDIA - 
LG15 Arts Block at Ipm. 
Granville Wiliam from the 
Campaign for Press & 
Broodcasting Freedom. 
ALL WELCOME. 
A QUESTION Of 
OMEN - 
Environmental 'Question 
Time' style debate with 
spokesmen from all 
political parties. RH Evans 
Lounge at 1prn - FREE. 
BRIDEWILL TAXIS -
POSTCARDS. 
Haddon Hall 
Friday 2 December 
OXLEY HALL 
CHRISTMAS BALL - 
8prn-3am, tickets £18 
double/C 10 single on sole 
From Monday 28th in the 

Union fo_yer_. 
SOUL SOCIETY 
Womack & Woma 
Newcastle Polytechnic. 
£10 includes travel -
coach leaves at 5.45pm. 
All monies in by Dec 1st 
PLEASE. Collection of Sot 
noticebodwd, 1.15-1.45pm. 

lestraitilliV.Ec.mb4w  
CYCL/Pie SOCIETY -
ride to Ilkley Moor. Meet 
LUU mops at Itiam. Both 
on & off rood rides, and 
don't forget the kat! 

11111"11140117SOCIETY 
II December' 

DD 	DINNER 
E -.- 

Harrogate Majestic Hose:. 
E12.50 - tickets available 
from the History Dept 
12.30-1.30pm daily. 
SOUL SOCIETY - 
PASADINAS 
at St Georges Hall, 
Bradford. £8 including 
travel - coach delsorts at 
7.15pm. All monies by 
Dec t st please. Collection 
at society noticeboard 
between 1 15-1.45pm. 

COMING UP ... 

ENGLISH SOCIETY 
(-bridles* Amer and 
disco, Wed 7th 
December. £7 members, 
£8 non-members. Tickets 
available in Union 
extension every dinnertime 
this week. 

      

 

ONTKE GOOD f00T  

   

      

WIN THE NEW ALBUM 

BY LOVE AND MONEY! 

 

      

  

YUP, we've got four 
copies of this groovy spool to give to 

the first Four people to tell us: 
WHO SHOT BOBBY KENNEDY? 

Answers on a microdot to 
LEEDS STUDENT, 

P.O. BOX 157, LEEDS LS1 1UN 
by Wednesday 

  

    

• This mon is u CRAZY MAD BASTARD. See NICO at the 
Cannon For further details 

 

       

Edited by JANE 
McDONALD and 
SUE OLDFIELD 
1 0 Nerisker 15 Traish Magazine 



GRAND THEATRE 46 
New Briggate (459351) 
Fri 25th Nov final 2 days 
7.30pm ENGLISH 
SHAKESPEARE 
COMPANY present THE 
WAR OF THE ROSES 

LEEDS PLAYHOUSE 
Cohrerley St (442111) 
Student discount: £1 off 

) THE STUDIO THEATRE 

Thurs onl Until 3rd Dec 
7.30pm on & Tue 
8pm LO DON 
ASSURANCE 

OPERA NORTH 46 - 
New Briggate HOTLIN 
INFO SERVICE (4453 

ALHAMBRA THEATRE 
Princes Way, _Bradford 

F
0274 752000) 
ri 25th Nov final 2 days 

7.30pm (Sat mat 
2.30pm) THE AMAZING 
ADVEI4TURES OF DON 
QUIXOTE 
Toes 29th Nov onwards 
7.15pm The Scottish 
Opera present DIE 
FLEDERMAUS & MAGIC 
FLUTE (phone for details) 

CITY VARIETI 
St. (430808) 
Fri 25th Nov For 2 days 
only 7pm (Sat mat 
2.30pmLA■LICE IN 'WONDERLAND 

CIVIC THEATRE 
Cookridge St (462433) 
Fri 25th Novfor 2 days 
only 7.30pm (Sat mat 
2.30Ipm) PARADISE 
LOST 
Tues 29th Nov for 4 
days 7.15pm (Sat mat 
2.15pm) THE WHITE 
HORSE INN 

Leeds Poly, Calverley St 
1462522) Thur 1st Dec 
The Joint Stock Company 
present THE PROMISED 
LAND 
LUU (439071) 
Fri 25th Nov for 3 days 
7pm (Raven Theatre) The 
Theatre Group present 
CROW 
Thur 1st Dec for 5 days 
7prn (Riley Smith Hall) 
THE PANTO — DICK 
WHITTINGTON 

GOOICiiHANG 
GOING? 

PUMP IT UP 
GOOD TO GO- 

FOR FREE! 

AT GLYNDEBOURNE 
Until 26th Feb 104.115 LE 
PRINCE 
Until 26th Feb 
SNAPSHOTS 1888 —
1988 
LEEDS UNIVERSITY 
GALLERY, W 
Lane (431751) 
Until 1

-5  
6th Dec Mon to 

10omport 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY 
JERRY HARDMAN 
JONES 
NORTHERN SOI 
Of COWILISPORAR 

911 
Rd (6 
From 29th Nov to 3rd 
Dec 113ani - 7.30prn 
THE HONOUR Of 
AFRICA, African 
paintings, carvings & 
batik 
THE PAVILION 
VISUAL ARTS 
CENTRE, 253 
Woodhouse La 143174 
Until 10th Dec OUR 
SPACE IN BRITAIN an 
exhibition by block 
women photographers 

ST. PAULS 
CONTEMPORARY 
ART GALLERY, Stowei 
House, Bishoagate St 
(456421) 
Until 17th Dec ECLECTIC  
CHAIRS 

ART COMPANY 
GALLERY Of FINE 
ART Bishopgate 

11117  !Atli 3ri) 
FENG WEI 

CITY ART GALLERY 
The Headraw (462495) 
Until 15th Jon 100 
YEARS OF ART IN 
BRITAIN 
Until 31st Dec 
LEVIATHAN 
COOKRIDGE 
GALLERY Jacob Kramer 

(4 	1)
, Cookridge St 

Mon 28th Nov 'til 3rd 
Dec 9ore-4pm Mon to Fri, 
DECORATIVE & 
DOMESTIC POTTERY by 
ceramics students 
CRAFT CENTRE & 
DESIGN GALLERY 
cC52 ,41krt G

E  
ery) Until 

JEWETERY SHOW 
BRADFORD NMP, 
Prince's View (727408 
Ext 248) 
Until 4th Dec ilk SEASON 

Ian's got a big donking penis ... but Mike's is bigger 

SHILTON WHEELCHAIRS Inc. (Parent Co — Maxwell 
Twatface) — For any tired bodies that struggle to get 
around. Our wheelchairs assure complete career 
security (although with a wank employer) for ever and 
a day. 

TEGSI Why not just get Alan the Starting Handle to 
'sort' him 'Out' eh sweetness? 

LPSU Exec are certain to DIE on Sunday. And as for 
the hopeless Nampo crew — PAHI We are Leeds, We 
are Leeds, We are Leeds Student!!! 

Who is this CJ Suss anyway? 

VOTE SCIPIO RSH 1-5 DEC 

Dean Saunders is the cart-horse-Stuart Ripley is the 
thoroughbred. 

Liz — another coffee morning please?! 

Toots Suite — My angel heart foreverl Love Dolly Duck 
Dungarees 

There was once a lady called Li, 
Who had a friend — our Cler — so wee, 
Coming from London, 
Their lives were quite humdrum, 
And the love-ins? 
Well, they came for freell! 

G'day shippers, Lesson No 1 — The BREAST stroke 

WALKER & WETTON Electricians — any work, 
anywhere — Student bedrooms a speciality 

No luck with the girlies this year Nigle, but Tim & Pete 
enjoyed it! 

VOTE MULTIPLUS RSH 1-5 DEC 

Mathew Neville — WASH YOUR UNDERPANTS!! 

John, it may be impressive, but I don't think Cath' 
would have mistaken it for ANOTHER bum 

VOTE AZTEC RSH 1-5 DEC 

Desperately seeking Ed Venner 

THE PANTO IS BACK RSH 1-5 DEC 

CLASSIFIED 

Emma's hints on HANDY Tricks — Steve 2nd B, Ch,D 

Dave, you never told us we had to bring magnifying 
glasses — or did you forget that tool 

Happy Birthday to Jenny & Linda from the Johnny's of 
the B & C variety. 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY FITZGERALD OF A 
THOUSAND DAYS — THE KENNEDY PILL 

DICK WHITTINGTON PANTO RSH 1-5 DEC 

Tim, bet you've never licked jam from there before 

MARK; You're an American in Leeds in a rhapsody in 	Nutty Dunc goes for the tits first 
blue. Forget the R.C.P. Join RCP 

Rumple — HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 

ANDY P AND JON R GOT THE MESSAGE? T 'N' T 

Kagsy T — you are OVERWORKING girl! 

Big A + Muns — is it love or just a bed bug? 

BIG MASSIVE apologies to all newswriters whose 
stuff didn't go in. We're afraid that space rules all. 
Sorry — Robin and John 

So what's wrong with putting in Garfield messages? 
Garfield & Odie — the united Losargne Appreciation 
Society.  

Hi to the Round Bush T.A's — however the Nivea 
Queen has very little to say today. 

And in the mean time . . have you considered 
personnel management? 

For the best rice & peas with exploding potatoes, go 
to El High Henry Price — ask for the Brummie. P.S 
2-1 

EVER RUN AWAY FROM HOME? OR KNOW 
SOMEONE WHO HAS? If you can help, please 
phone 426156 

It takes two to make a thong go right, it takes two to 
make it outtasight ... but a hard-workin' coldsweatin' 
STUDE crew is better by far. Special knowledge to the 
M.S. posse for their conspicuous efforts in Number 
Eight In A Limited Series Of Twenty Three. And get 
well soon to the Mighty Beez (xx)! Live long and 
prosper from the Cut Creator xxxx 

SERVICES 

CHEAP TYPING, THESES, CVs. Tel 743433 

C.M.H. ENTS AND P.A. HIRE — reasonable rates; 
contact Spud, Social Sec,. Charles Morris Hall 

DRESS DESIGNER will design & make to order 
ballgowns (from £99), short evening dresses (from 
£79) and special occasion wear. For more 
details/appointment, (can come to you). call ANN at 
BALLARD CALVERT on 460527 

REFLEX DISCOS All tastes catered for. Tel 
758982/468170 

WANTED 
A 12" copy of 'One Step Beyond' by Madness —
your price paid by an ageing rude boy wilh too much 
money and too little sense. And no scratched copies 
PLEASE. 

PERSONALS 

Paula, we said 'kiss his navel'! 

AA say they can't do anything for me — Mr Welfare 

VOTE DICK, RSH 1-5 DEC 

2 weeks late — blame Andy xxxxx 

YeAH BOYEEI Speak to Beth 'I read Twinkle' Linko 
about that one, blood. 

ELEANOR; many happy returns! ex R.0 
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TRAIgti 	VI M% MAlaitto 
have !-Jot• heard abotxt 

es e blookly loaW' 

riot havit-It a loar? 

(I 

riff( st.s 

Martin Ross 

IIVE ALWAYS LIVED DANGEROUSLY. MAY BE I DIDN'T GET RE-ELCTED 

yrr 

rwl ...5endir17.1 (at -

Fo 

 

My 

BUT ONE OF MY FRIENDS DID. 

ILI 
who triere 
these siyteen 
pcc_,5 c-57:arei4 ,  

, 

to Much NCI )11 1411:: 

1. Humanoid —
Stacker 

2. Voodoo Ray — A 
Guy Called Gerald 

3. Everything I Miss 
At Home Cherelle 

4. Useless — Kim 
Mayzelle 

5. Land Of Confusion 

— Armando 

6. I've Waited Too 
Long — lEheyanne 

7. Victory Is Calling 
— Michie Mee and 
LA Luv 

8. Twilight Zone —
Party Boys 
9. Set The Pace —
Skinny Boys 

10. Say A Little 
Prayer —
Bomb The Bass 

11. Get Hype — Just 
Ice 

12. The First 
Revelation — Bad 
Boy Bill 
13. Fm The One 
Perri 

14. Paper Thin —
MC Lvte 

ic 
15. Vibes — Demon 
Boyz 

16. Can't Win For 
Losing — Blaze 

17. Show Me What 
You've Got — SLF 

18. Hype According 
to Ms Melodic — Ms 
Melodie 
19. Ain't Nothing To 
It — KG Posse 
20. Just Wanna 
Dance — Todd 
Terry 

Breaker: The 
Mighty Hard 
Rocker by Cash 
Money 
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Compiled by Tino 
at Crash Records, 
The Headrow 

MALCOLM'S PRESENT 
Happy Birthday Malcolm! 
Congratulation's mate! 
I heard you got a 
motorbike for a present 
I suppose you can go 
pretty fast on that 
Its not as good as my 
Swiss Army knife. 
That can do seven things. 
Your motorbike can only 
do one 
You're completely rubbish 
Malcolm 
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Walking 
home alone? 
LUU's women's minibus 
faces a cash crunch if it 
is to extend to cover the 
Union's new weekend 
late bar. Tim Whitwell 
investigates. 

A
welcome sight on a dark night? 
Many female students think so, but 
relatively few of us know that the 

womens minibus is one of the most efficient of 
its type in the country, running every half 
hour until twelve o'clock from the union steps. 
The minibus was started in 1981 in response 
to the Yorkshire Ripper crisis, and has been 
built up into a very comprehensive service. 

Yet now the minibus faces 	worried about, the problem 
problems with the new late 	of making a profit on late 
night opening hours of the 	opening in the Tartan bar. 
Tartan bar on Friday and 	'Women who cannot be 
Saturday nights. The current 	sure of getting home safely 
annual cost of running the 	will avoid going to the bar. 
service is £17,000, and to 	'Some women are also not 
extend this to 2 o'clock 	using the bar because they 
would cost an extra £3,000 	think that they live too far 
per year. The union are at a 	away in places like 
loss as to where to find this 	Roundhay' 
extra money from, due to 	Obviously a minibus 
the stringent budget that it 	service is needed for the 
is forced to operate on. Not 	late bar, It allows women to 
only will extra money be 	have the same freedom as 
needed, but staff numbers 	men, yet it is difficult to see 
will have to be doubled to 	where the union will find 
cope with the extra work. 	the cash to fund it from this 

Therefore the question of 	year. Next year more money 
starting charges raises its 	may be available from the 
ugly head; nobody wants 	university, but the union 
them but will they become 	must act quickly to make 
unavoidable? Rachel Thylor, 	sure that women can use 
Womens Affairs Secretary 	the service after 12 at 
sees the introduction of 	weekends. The present 
even minimal charges as 	voluntary contribution 
undesirable. 'Women would 	system is a joke; minimal 
see the charges as gradually 	charging is possible, in a 
mounting up and this may 	way that would insure that 
deter them from using the 	no one would be turned 
minibus' Mike Green, 1.1.11.1 	away. 
Admin secretary was also 	The union an• also 
understandably worried 	examining a system of 
about the subject of charges. 	creating a levy on introweek 
They could he fatal, he said. 	packs to help pay for the 

'The night a woman may 	service Yet they seem to be 
be raped is the night that 	very unsure of how they are 
she didn't have enough 	going to solve the pressing 
money to take the minibus: 	problem. As ever, they 

One idea that could be 	will be considering at a 
looked at is a minimal 	union council, but while 
charge after midnight at 	they procrastinate, women 
weekends to help pay for 	will not feel safe about 
the extra bill of 53,000_ 	going to the late bars. In an 
Anyone not having enough 	ideal world the minibus 
money, however would not 	would be free, but 
be turned away, and the 	practically the union must 
safety of women would be a 	find a solution quickly so 
priority at all times. 	 that women will feel safe 

Ms Taylor was also very 	again. 

wren Thornton meets David McKie, assistant editor of The Guardian 
'The level of secrecy is far beyond what's 

justified...(or exists) in any comparable country.' 
The Guardian and The independent have not 

taken part in the official lobby system — 
'Priviledged access on the basis that attribution is 
muzzy if not non-existent: — for some time, and 
McKie does not feel that their political coverage 
has suffered as a consequence. 

'Mass briefings are a boring waste of time....the 
version that comes out then through sources is 
what they (the Government) want you to know: 
Added McKie, 'all the good lobby information 
comes from one-to-one contact.....and that sort of 
contact will always take place: 

He was also critical of 'the hypocrisy in the 
Government's position: in respect of its 'leaks' 
witch•hunts as 'It's the 
biggest leaker 
going....especially via the 
lobby system: 

Nigel Lawson's recent 'kite-
flying' lobby exercise (it 
backfired) is an example of 
'The sort of manipulation 
(that) goes on all the time: 

Winding up. he returned 
to his 'cosiness' theme of the 
media-politics relationship. 
claiming that 'the press-
political relationship is 
healthier when in conflict': this is the more natural 
relationship because 'They are doing different 
jobs...at the moment, it's too cosy.' 
Leeds Student subsequently asked more than two 
questions about the present state of The Guardian. 
its re-design. and the worrying (tor The Guardian) 
success of The Independent. 

McKie admitted that The Independent had taken 
readers 'More heavily than we expected: However, 
he attributed the readership loss not to the new 
paper in itself. but to Guardian problems predating 
The Independent. 

Of these, the most important has been the 
change in the political climate; he describes The 
Guardian as a 'committed' paper, and hence 
vulnerable in the present anti-political 
environment. The Independent is 'A smart 
newspaper doing fresh things: according to McKie, 
but it has a 'Fitful political commentary and bad 
contributory articles.' This is its present appeal; it 
is an unpolitical paper for an unpolitical time. 

'We thought The Independent would turn off 
students — we hadn't cottoned on to the non-
political nature of today's students.' 

The Guardian was also 'too complacent about 
the Saturday thing; where The Independent 'made 
a big killing: McKie calculates on the basis of the 
carried advertising that the Saturday supplement 
could be losing money, but that it is performing a 
useful function as a 'sample, encouraging casual 
Saturday readers to 'sample The Independent 

The Guardian is responding this weekend with 
its own tabloid sized Saturday supplement and the 
possibility of further changes in the design and 
layout of the paper have not been ruled out. 
However, a major redisigning took place in 
February to a mixed readership response. Again, 
McKie admits that after an initial 'boom'. this too 
has lost The Guardian readers. The new look is 
criticised as 'too modern and jazzy;' others 'can't 

find their way around! 

forward to a down turn in 
the economy as a solution to The Guardian's 
declining readership. 

Although it might lose out as its readers are 
generally poorer than those of the other 'quality' 
papers. such a downturn could lead to a rival in 
political interest, thus favouring The Guardian. 

For the present, though, the intention is to 
'Modernise the mix: where possible, but 'not to 
change its essential content: the greatest debate 
among the staff being the continuation of the title 
'heads' on the front page. McKie also feels that a 
new News Photo-Editor has played an important 
role in the recent upturn of circulation figures; 
bigger and more interesting photos mean that 'for 
the first time, we have matched The Independent's 
photos: 

Yet for the moment, it is still The Independent 
that is making all the running. Would McKie take 
a job on it?  

'No....at the heart of The Independent there's a 
great big hole,' he says, rebelling against the 
rebellion against commitment. 'But then again: he 
adds with a smile, 'if it was a choice between 
MAXWELL and The Independent...: 

"Rupert Murdoch 
is open-minded, 

but you don't 
have any choice 
as to where he 

opens his mind." 

McKie opposes any 
attempts to increase 
readership by depoliticizing 
The Guardian's content in 
response to its present 
unpolitical environment; this 
would only alienate its 
'political' readership. 
Personally, he finds the 
present lack of political 
interest 'absolutely appalling. 
and half-seriously looks 

the Government, 
the legislative 
of revision of the 

)mber's Bill (the 
leaving the stage 
on of the 
rea. These 
away some of 
sting system 
tat Defence 
his is an Official 
rdian, it may well 
to those already 
, Hurd's proposals 
t quite the 

►sHIEET 
3ATTLES  

etter. You sound like you have a lot to chat 
It. Yes, only a small percentage of Les- 
s and Gay men have 'come out', but that 
not mean that the articles view is 

tive in any way. The article is just one per-
view. He is not a Leeds Student staff 

rter, and is gay himself. 

MINORITY VIEW? 

Editor, 

iii Owens is convinced that we all 'make someone 
minority, so we can feel safe in a majority'. Well Mr 
s, believe  it or not, we are not all sheep following 
t of the flock; some of us ore individualistic, with our 
ellef and attitudes, unconnected with a particular 
n and creed. Consequently I object to being preach-
by patronising, sanctimonious cretins like you. The 
)hobic beliefs of you and your religion merely serve 
force the ignorant prejudices of the 'moral majority'. 

d Davis  

by doesn't Ralph Braniac come out of the closet and 
that he's a regular contributor to that infantile K id-
)mic, 'Viz'. 

Richard, your idea that the moral majority are 
all ignorant is very patronizing. Please stop 
writing about this issue as the arguments are 
circular, and, although important, entrenched 
on two sides. The correspondence is now 
closed. 
In answer to your second question, Brainiac is 
an anagram of 'In Arabic' which explains its in-
comprehensibility in English. 

COMRADE, WHY OH WHY? 

Dear Leeds Stupid, 
Why oh why, when I tried to phone out of the union on 
Tuesday were all the phone lines down? Was this anything 
to do with the interperate actions of a few militants towards 
our friends in the Soviet Union? It is time 'our' union was 
brought to book for its protection of individuals who are 
attempting to damage our relationship with other sovereign 

states? 
Yours, 
Bea Windsor 
Why oh Why indeed, Bea. Its a symptom of the 
autocratic union acting against the govern-
ment. If I were you I'd blame Hampson, it's 

usually his fault. 

Dear Editor, 
A glance through the letters pages of today's quality 
papers reveals a wide range of correspondence on a varie-
ty of subjects. A veritable menagery of writers, express-
ing attitudes, promoting comment and provoking discus-
sion. However, amongst such divergence there is one com-
mon thread which links them all. They are well written, on 
interesting and relevant subjects, and avoid soapbox-style 

rhetoric. 
The very antithesis of this is the Letters Page of Leeds Stu-
dent. Week after week it is filled with the same abysmally-
written correspondence, all of it about as erudite as Ian 

Paisley. 
I personally find it extremely sad that in a city containing 

over 16,000 students there appears to be nobody suffi-
ciently intelligent or motivated to contribute interesting and 
above all well-written letters to their own student paper. 

Yours sincerely 

Simon Tawney 

Q.E.D. 
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GRADUATING '89? 

lop  

HOW 

DO 

YOU 

FEEL 

ABOUT 

THE DAY 

AFTER 

TOMORROW'S 

WORLD? 

British Telecom is a pioneer 

in a world of constant change. 

As one of the largest and 

most progressive businesses 

in the country, we are 

continually creating new 

communications 	and 

information technology, to 

anticipate the needs of our 

customers. 

In technology, in 

engineering and in 

management, we're looking 

for the finest minds of your 

generation; people who can 

bring fresh ideas and 

establish new standards of 

excellence in areas as 

diverse as Finance and 

Marketing, 	Software  

Research and Customer 
Services. 

So whatever your degree 

discipline, you'll find a fast-

moving environment that 

will challenge your 

enthusiasm and offer 

unlimited potential for 

those with an eye to a 

better future. 

With us, the future is what 

you 	make it. So why not 

find out 	more from our 

brochure and video at your 

careers 	office or come to 

one of our 	special Autumn 

Presentations at your 

University or 	Polytechnic. 
British Telecom 	is an equal 
opportunity 	employer. 

British 

TELECOM 

Join us at our Presentation in the Senior Common 
Room Lounge, University of Leeds on November 3rd 

at 5.30pm or 29th at 7.00pm or for further 
information on our Graduate Opportunities call us on 

FREEFONE 5143 
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"ANAL RETENTIVE" 
SPECIAL 

EDITORIAL  SERVICES 
LIMITED 

346 KIRKSTALL ROAD LEEDS LS4 2HQ 
TEL 782251 • FAX 782292 

TYPESETTERS TO LEEDS STUDENT 

GRAPHIC DESIGN, ARTWORK & PRINT 

Party Cards • Booklets • 'T' Shirts 
Brochures • Leaflets • Labels 

• Photography • 

FAX & 
COPYING 
SERVICE 

ALL YOU NEED TO GET BY 
Confused by the complexities of the Music Business? 
Co-written by the manager of one of the U.K.'s most important 
live music venues, the Town & Country Club Music Guide 
contains essential information and advice on all the really 
crucial aspects of the music industry. It includes a concise and 
helpful music business Directory, as well as a week-per-page 
Diary, to help you keep track of events. 
Guide, Directory and Diary are presented in an attractive 6 ring 
22cm x 19cm hinder covered with sturdy black ribbed In C. 

Less a beginners handbook -
more a professional 

tool of the trade. 
Essential and ini,aluable advice for 

only £13.99 Iplos £1.51 p&p). 

Available by mail order froml 
ifiWOOD MAILiINt t it iT&Cy r  

19 CANTERN:t N GROVE 
't EST NOR WOOD. LONDON SE.27 oNT 

Please make Chcque/P Orders 
payable to T&C Publications Ltd.. 
and enclose your name and address. 

Allow 28 days for delivery. 

Credit Cards: 
Keith Prowse Hotline 01-7-11 6989 

(i16.50 per copy in•. /Apt 

Personal Callers: 
Town and Country Club, 

9- I 7 Highgate Road. London NW5 
L£13.09 per copy' 

Managers & Agents 
Recording Contracts 

V- Lawyers & Accountants 
Publishing Deals 

s-•-" -  Touring UK & Abroad 	, 
..-- Merchandisin 

& much more p- ;--2 	• ,411612S 

It's a disco! 

'111,  

)1r.  

4 
4- 

itlighher than any 

TRASH T-SHIRTS 
AVAILABLE 

NOW FROM LEEDS 
STUDENT OFFICES 

Price £3.99 

N ews reaches The Fan's 'cauliflower ear' 
this week that all is not flowers and After 
Eights on the Uni Exec front. Apparently 

Terry 'Dinner Party' Styant has been 
rushing round the Exec office muttering under 
her breath about how she "can't stand to look 
at him for another minute." 

And the identity of this 	outside the Mighty 'Stude' 
annoying carbuncle on the 	office with Mars Bars all 
backside of union politics? 	over his fizzog The Fan 
none other than Dove 	knows rho. Shivty loves 
'Bivouac' Hampson. 	appearing in these 
Apparently the partition 	hallowed columns every 
between their desks isn't 	week, not to mention the 
nearly high enough for la 	distinctly inferior 'Campus 
Styont's tastes and she has 	Mole' (or Vacuum Vole as 
set to building a veritable 	The Fan understands it is 
Berlin Wall as a replace- 	now known)... but trying 
ment Miss Pied-a- 	for a repeat mention...? 
terre-in-the-nice-part- 	Has this man no pride? 
of-Leeds-6 has had a 	Moving swiftly on, it 
new 'desk top' bookcase 	seems that 'Heroine of last 
custom-built and has been 	week', Claire 'Shadey' 
seen feverishly piling all 	Wadey has dug at least 
the university prospectus's 	another foot deeper into 
(or prospectii, or 	 her own grave this week. 
whatever) shecon lay her 	The Mighty Militant has 
bejewelled hands on atop 	come up with a new 
the 'hand-tooled' (friar, 	excuse for missing Labour 
fnar) bureau so that her 	Club Women's group. 
temper will not be enraged 	From a clandestine tape 
every time the balding 	recording The Fan 
megalomaniac 'Hompson 	heard.."It's alright for you 
Devil' surfaces 	 lot with alternative 

The Fan wonders 	 lifestyles, but I have to get 
whether this has any 	back to cook my fiance's 
connection with the 'social' 	tea". 
gossip that Exec are 	 "Eee bah gum," says 
having weekly 'dinner 	Mr Wadey "Our lass can 
parties' specifically in 	go off and do 'er socialist 
order to exclude Hampson, good works as much as 
and in so-doing provide 	she likes as long as my 
the opportunity to 'bitch' 	tripe's on 'table and 
(the very words of one 	there's afresh ferret to stuff 
Exec member) about him. 	down me gusset. 
The Fan says, don't 	Eckerslikel" 
worry Grebo...the 	 The Fon sez: Oh 
peasants still love you. 	es VERY bloody right-on 

On a truly pathetic note, 	and crucially feminist 
cash-crazed computer fiend 	Claire!! Just don't you 
Dar Dar Shivtiel has 	forget to wash his smalls 
been spotted lurking 	and tidy the lovenest 

before the next demo, OK? 
The all-conquering 

'Stude' has also had its 
run of battles this week. 
Sports Editor Simon 
"Bigg" Rigg could be 
seen cowering in the 
corner of the office in 
'pain' this week. The cause 
of his injuries? 

Apparently it seems that 
'Rufty-Tufty' Rigg was 
beaten up by some old 
granny in Grimsby this 
weekend while supporting 
Wolves at on away 
fixture. 

Of course 'Slugger' 
Simon's side of the story is 
that he fought off twenty 
brick shithouse-type rugby 
players..."and you should 
have seen the state of 
them". Yeah boy, and 
The Fan is 'Rocky' 
Hampson. 

Probably the most 
revolting story 'sniffed out' 
(literally) by The Fan this 
week is an ancient tale 
concerning 'failed' (in 
every sense of the word) 
politico and Union council 
'bad' Richard "Head" 
Mildren.  

Apparently, returning 
from that thankfully defunct 
club Ritzys in his first year, 
he and his mates (yes you 
heard) decided to have a 
competition to see who'd 
be the first jolly jape-artist 
to 'drop a log in the 
middle of the road. Yup, 
you guessed it, 'Beaker' 
Mildew 'ran out' the 
winner by a sizeable 
'fudge package'. 
The Fan says, that's 
about enough anal 
retention (or lock of it) for 
now.. more political botty 
burps next week. 

el  A  El 1E1 MI 
Research for TO111017Viti's Generation 
At the CEGB, we believe our industry is vital to the community; to this end we 

are seeking high calibre or adi lates and post-graduates with motivation and 

commitment, who would be keen to make a contribution to the future of 

electricity..We have a number of exciting opportunities to join our research 

Laboratories in Surrey, Hampshire and Gloucester, in any of the following 

areas: 
■ Electrical and Electronic Engineering ■ Mechanical and Chemical 

Engineering ■ Physics 1111 Mathematics • Computer Science IN Statistics 

■ Metallurgy and Material Science ■ Chemistry MI Life Sciences 

In addition there  are a number of Research Studentships leading to the award 

of a PhD. 
Competitive salaries and other large company benefits are offered, including 

relocation assistance where appropriate. 
Interviews will be held in a London hotel from 3-6 January 1989. if you are 

interested please telephone Irene McDermott Brown on 01-634 7220 for an 

application form or write to her at Courtenay House, 18 Warwick Lane, 

London EC4P 4EB, quoting reference LS/1/88 The closing date for 

applications is 5 December 1988 

Central Electricity Generating Board 

The CEOB is an Equal Opportunities Employer 

A D 
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SPORT 

North-Eastern Promis 
\\IN  

U.A.U. Football 
by Tim Singleton 
LUU 1st 1 Durham 0 
LUU 2nd 4 Durham 0 
LUU 3rd 5 Durham 0 

The thick fog that 
shrouded Weet wood 
last Wednesday cau-

sed plenty of problems for 
players and referees alike, 
and not least for your in-
trepid reporter who 
wasted a considerable 
amount of time hopeless-
ly trying to distinguish 
between the rugby, lioc-
key and soccer matches. 

In fact conditions were so 
bad that the 1st Xl Match 
was abandoned by the 
referee at half time, with 
Leeds winning through a 
Dave King strike. 

Both captains agreed that 
the fog was making a 
mockery of proceedings, 
with players apparently 
having difficulty making 
out team-mates. The game 
was due to be replayed on 
Sunday, but after Leeds had 
travelled to the North-East  

town, they found Durham 
had cancelled again 
without telling them. 

Meanwhile, the second 
team continued with their 
match despite considerable 
dissent from the Durham 
entourage on the touchline, 
prompting the referee to 
warn their manager. 
Perhaps the criticism would 
have been a little less 
vociferous if Durham had 
been holding their own, but 
Leeds progressed to the 
knockout stage of the com-
petition in some style. In-
deed, double strike Deavin 
took the view that the fog 
had probably saved 
Durham from greater an-
nihilation. a valid point con-
sidering the number of 
chances wasted by the 
home team. 

Coates and Nicholas en-
sured victory in between 
two fine goals from the im-
pressive Deavin who has 
found top form after an ear-
ly season goal drought, 
although the final score of 
4-0 should really have been  

doubled. Brown, recently 
released from the Alaskan 
ice-cap (along with the se-
cond team captain, sources 
within the club reveal) con-
trolled the midfield, whilst 
the steadfast partnership of 
Coates and Puddephatt 
dealt comfortably with the 
Durham attack. 

For the third team, Slater 
scored twice and rob Hall 
struck a fine long range 
shot to help Leeds to a com-
prehensive 5-1 victory. 

Football 

Hull 1st Xl 1 Leeds 1st X1 2 

Despite facing a 
strong and physical 
Hull side a below 

par Leeds still managed to 
maintain their recent win-
ning form. Leeds domi-
nated a goal-less first half 
and were unlucky not to 
be in the lead at half time. 

Immediately after the 
break, Hull took a shock lead 
with a hotly disputed penalty. 

Leeds put this set-back 
behind them and strong runs 
from defence by Shiel and 
West created many openings 
in the Hull defence. Hull's 
defence cracked under con-
stant pressure when, from a 
corner Shiel continued his 
scoring run with a finely 
placed header. 

In a frantic final twenty 
minutes Leeds midfield lead 
by Kentish and Busch created 
several openings, one of 
which was accepted by a live-
ly King. 

Football 
Hull 2nd Xl 1 Leeds 2nd XI 4 

A slightly understren-
gth Leeds team 
nevertheless con-

tinued their steady pro-
gress in this years N.U.L. 
winning by a margin 
which flattered the away 
team. The Leeds defence 
did well to contain Hull's 
frequent attacks with Ec-
cles and Turner doing par-
ticularly well. Keeper 

Morgan also twice saved 
bravely at the feet of the 
Hull centre forwards in 
the first half_ 

Early goals at the start of 
both halves by Webb though 
ensured Leeds breathing spa-
ce. Webb's fine finishing, wh-
ich accounted for three of the 
goals with a fourth from Sla-
ter was not however the re-
sult of the fine football Leeds 
know they are capable of. 

They concentrated far too 
much on the long ball with 
the resulting attacking move-
ments having somewhat 
scrappy look. Better opposi-
tion will require more of the 
Leeds second eleven in the 
future. 

Football 
by Robin Perris 
LUU 3rd Xl 4 HULL 3rd X1 0 

Extensive absentee-
ism throughout the 
the club for this fix-

ture meant that the 3rd X1 
were without seven of the 
players who succeeded in 
easily sweeping away 
Durham's feeble challenge  

last week. 
The lack of familiarity 

however proved no obstacle 
whatsoever as Leeds played a 
simple but effective game and 
prevented Hull in mounting 
any sort of threatening attack 
in the first half. 

After a number of efforts had 
gone wide Race grabbed Leeds 
first with a shot from the edge 
of the area. 

Leeds tailed to capitalize on 
this as they should have done 
and a number of chances were 
put wide 

As time went on however 
Leeds increased their control 
of the game and Race went on 
to complete an impressive hat 
trick on his debut. 

The only time Hull threaten-
ed a tight Leeds defence was 
late on in the game when. 
following an injury to Hind-
marsh. Leeds were reduced to 
10 men for the last quarter of 
an hour. 

Hull scored on a breakaway 
and for a few minutes Leeds 
were subjected to intense 
pressure which forced a 
number of errors in defence. 

Leeds survived however and 
even managed to break away 
and score at the death. 

The Chaps 
done well 

York 
Boats 
■ 

win 
Boating 
by .1 Desmond 

L eeds University Boat 
Club 1st IV had a 
convincing win at 

York Small Boats Head 
last weekend. 

The club as a whole 
entered six Fours into the 
gruelling upstream row, 
which is recognised as one 
of the norths main head 
races. 

The women's 1st IV finis-
hed in sixth place which 
bodes well for the future. 
Unfortunately the men's 
2nd IV. stroked by the ex-
perienced J Gatenby had a 
collision in the last part of 
their row which ruined 
their chances of a win. 

The best news of the day 
came from the men's 1st IV; 
M Nutter, M Bryson, J 
Shepherd and T Slide' who 
after an anxious wait for 
the results and times were 
told they had beaten all op-
position, with the closest 
four at least sixteen 
seconds behind them! 

Crews from Manchester, 
York. Sheffield, Newcastle 
and other universities and 
clubs were surprised to see 
how effective training and 
race preparation had ob• 
viously benefited the Leeds 
IV. Cox Kate Bazfield steer-
ing an excellent course on 
the crowded and hazardous 
river. 

Men's Lacrosse 
by C Burr 
LUU 11 Cheadle Hulme 9 

The Leeds 'chaps' cer-
tainly steadied on 
last Saturday against 

promotion favourites 
Cheadle Hulme. Again the 
boys were trailing throug-
hout the majority of the 
match until Guillet and 
Quiggley formed a part-
nership more fluent than 
Torville and Dean to score 
six goals in the final 
quarter. 

The match, as expected, 
was very physical with 
captain Turbaville and 
Quiggley dealing out a 
series of brutal body 
checks to leave the oppos-
tkin on the floor wonder- 

ing what had happened to 
them. 

The outstanding Leeds 
player was Quiggley who 
powered in, with deadly 
accuracy, an incredible 
nine goals. He is without 
doubt the league's most 
outstanding player and 
should comfortably make 
the Yorkshire starting 10. 

Next week the Lacrosse 
team hope to complete 
another double over 
Heaton Mersey which 
should put them at the top 
of the table for the 
Christmas break. 

Scorers: 
D. Quiggley 9 
I. Guillet 1 
M. Swan 1 

Hockey 
Lose! 
U.A.0 Hockey 

by Tim Singleton 

LUU 1st 1 Durham 3 

L
eeds went down by 
three goals to one 
on Wednesday ag-

ainst a skilful Durham 
team who are widely 
tipped to win the group. 

In a game reduced to a 
farce due to the fog, Leeds 
were further disadvantag-
ed when one of the team 
was struck in the face by 
the ball and had to leave 
the field. 

Leeds battled bravely 
against the odds but never 
looked the winning the 
game. The Leeds goal was 
scored by an unidentified 
player, the fog preventing 
anyone from recognising 
him. 

Ski-ing 

Leeds Polytechnic ski 
teams started the 
season well, with two 

relatively novice teams 
competing in the North 
Eastern division of the Na-
tional artificialslope sla-
lom competiton. 

The two teams have been 
placed 6th and 7th in the 
last two meetings against 
stiff competitions from the 
other Universities and 
Polytechnics in the North of 
England. 

The teams are hoping to 
qualify for the finals of the 
league competition and 
match last years perfor-
mance when they finished 
the season as the leading 
polytechnic from the north 
of England. 

The teams racing were: 
Johnathon Biggins, Richard 
Paws, Rob Love, Simon 
Howe, Louise Kristina Stitt. 
Melanie Gledhill, Giil and 
Johnathon Bedingfield. 
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Of mice, men and 
111/11011M UNITA S 
Ivhen one of Doug Scott's friends died, a 

memorial stone was placed at base 
camp inscribed with the words 'It is 

better to live one day as a tiger than a lifetime 
as a mouse'. I could not help smiling to myself 
as the best British Himalayan mountaineer 
ever to live used this phrase to explain to me 
why he put his own life at risk, again and 
again, in the pursuit of conquering mountains. 
To talk to a man seemingly more like a mouse 
is hard to imagine, but one instinctively feels 
that in the mountains, this man becomes a 
tiger of Bengali proport 

Doug Scott. a 
surprisingly shy man 
considering his great 
achievements in. and 
influence on the 
mountaineering world, has 
never courted publicity in 
the way that the likes of 
Chris Bonnington have, but 
he is decidedly more 
interesting. He comes 
across as being quiet and 
nervous, a far cry Irom the 
Willens and Browns of this 
world. Those who have 
climbed with him describe 
him as being solid. 
dependable, possessing 
great stamina and having 
'nothing to prove' unlike so 
many people in the slightly 
macho, competitive 'sport'. 
Scott does not compete 
with others but with the 
mountain. Either he or the 
mountain will survive. 

Starting climbing in his 
late teens, he worked as a 
geography teacher for ten 
years before he was able 
to subsidise his trips by 
lecture lours. He first 
reached acclaim outside 
the climbing world in 
1975. the year in which he 
did the first ascent of the 
south-west face of Everest 
with his great friend 
Dougall Haston. One man 
died on this expedition, 
but he was only one of the 
many that die every year 
in this sport which to 
outsiders resembles 
madness. 

In 1977 he was to 
experience perhaps his 
worst accident of his 
career on the first ascent 
of the Ogre. Near the top 
of the mountain Scott 
broke both of his legs, 
Chris Bonnington had 
broken ribs and 
pneumonia — they, with 
the other two members of 
the expedition managed to 
get back down and all 
miraculously survived. It is 
hardly surprising that one 
of the most common 
phrases in the climbing 
culture is that of 'hard 
men. 

During his lecture Scott 
expanded on his reasons 
for climbing — the feeling 
of vastness in the 
Himalayas, 'it turns you 
on'. the lark of oxygen 
(this brought a series of 
giggles from the audience 
as mountaineers are 
renouned dope takers and 

ions. 

Internationally famous 
mountaineer DOUG SCOTT 
talks to LOUISE ALLISON 
about life on the ledge. 

so are familiar with the 
experience), setting off, 
not knowing where you 
are going and taking your 
body to the furthest 
extremes it can take. Scott 
did brielly mention one 
way of combatting altitude 
problems when he said 
that people who drink a 
lot acclimatise quickly — '1 
suppose they arc used to 
being disorientated'. 
Ile criticised large modern 
expeditions which are 
characterised by large 
numbers of the company 
not having much 
responsibility. the use of 
oxygen (which lie sees as 

unethical) and the 
extensive use of sherpas. 
Scott believes Everest in 
particular is beginning to 
resemble some sort of 
holiday camp, people are 
becoming complacent, He 
says 'It is easy to become 
dead on Everest'. 

All together. Scott has 
made twenty one 
Himalayan trips. There are 
two categories of climbers, 
which seem to be growing 
wider apart. 'rock climbers' 
(including the new trend 
for 'speed climbing') and 
'mountaineers'. Scott 
undoubtedly belongs to the 
latter, a group which I find  

ultimately more fascinating 
and harder to umkrstand, 
and be has a home-grown 
philosophy to match. 

When asked whether he 
saw mountaineering as a 
spiritual experience, Scott 
replied that 'It's (the 
mountains) a good place to 
calm everything down and 
get in touch with yourself. 
your surroundings and the 
people you are with. It's 
not that your problems go 
away. but you can view 
them all from a different 
perspective when you 
come down having risked 
your life Scott went on to 
say that there was no time.  

after any of his closest 
friends had died, that he 
had considered giving it 
up. When pressed on the 
(slightly unfair) question of 
how he could fare people's 
families, he said that it 
'was hard, for three years 
its pretty hard. after that 
you get used to it In his 
lecture Scott had 
mentioned a time when 
reaching the top of a 
mountain he found a body 
sitting in the snow which 
he later found out had 
been there for six years. 
Scott nicked his camera, 
found out who he was and 
sent the intact film to the 
man's relatives in 
Czechoslavakia — he 
obviously cares 
tremendously. 
Many mountaineers have 
nightmares about their 
dead friends ' 
for years 
after the 
event, 
especially 
w hen 
they have 
been present, 
Scott said 
that they are 
often in his 
dreams, in a sad, quiet 
voice he added, 
'particularly Dougall 
Haston' (who died in 1977). 

scott's philosophy is 
also connected to 
eastern religions, 

particularly Buddhism. in 
which he takes a great. 
interest. Ile says that this 
is because 'they (Buddhists) 
have spirituality in their 
blood without thinking 
about it. They just seem to 
do the essentials so well. 
Everything they do is just 
the few basic things to 
survive, like cooking and 
looking after children, it's 
all done so well, Whereas 
I'm rushing round doing 
thousands of things badly 
I really get off on their 
attitude to it all'. 

Scott sees the culture of 
the Bhutanese Buddhists as 
the one he most relates to 
He admits that they are 
not without their problems 
but considers that it is 
probably the sanest 
country that he has ever  

visited. 'Well; he hesitated, 
(and came out with one of 
those amusing tales which 
climbers seem to possess a 
continual stream of), he 
did think this until 'we 
were told that just before 
we got to this particular 
village, a guy had warned 
his mate to keep out of his 
wife's bed. On the third 
occasion he came home 
from a hunting trip he 
found his mate in bed with 
his wife again (pause) so 
he cut his head off (pause) 
he got into trouble for 
that'. There's not much you 
can reply to that!! 

So, does someone like 
Doug Scott believe in life 
after death, one hopes so. 
'Probably, I've never 
thought 'this is it: I've had 
quite a warm feeling 
about dying: (Scott puts a 

strange 
emphasis on 
the word 
'dying'.) He 
is brought 
hack to 
reality for 
me with a 
bump — 
'But I've 
always 

been glad when the 
situation has reversed itself 
and I've stepped back from 
it: 

Scott is an intelligent 
and witty man who seems 
to feel uncomfortable with 
the interest and admiration 
which he incites in people. 
He is tremendously 
sensitive, and yet like so 
many people who have 
lost an unnatural number 
of loved ones he retains a 
tremendous sense of 
humour which is 
particularly lucid in his 
many tales of cultures and 
humanity, 

Someone t know who 
was very seriously injured 
(he will never, ever climb 
again) after the first ascent 
of a Himalayan mountain 
told Inc that he would 
have done the same thing 
again. 

After having spent all-
my life with members of 
the climbing community 
I'm beginning to 
understand. 

"The v astness 
of the 

Hima Iayas 
turns yo u on..." 
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THE 
FINAL 
HISTLE 

THE 2nd WORLD DANCE 

(STILL) AT CONFETTIS 
MONDAY THE 28TH of NOV 

50p/DRINKS 
9.00 - 2.00 

GUEST (THIS WEEK) :- 
BRADFORD & YORK UNIVERSITIES 

T 
INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER 

lost, as did the Rugby 
Union seconds and thirds 
and the golf. All three 
football matches were 
abandoned, as wa:; the 
Rugby first teams game. 

Winners at the Poly in-
cluded the Netball lst's 
and 2nd's, the Basketball, 
the Volleyball men and 
womens, the Badminton 
and the squash. The aban-
doned fixtures were re- 
arranged 	for 	this 
Wednesday. 

LUU v Heaton Mersey 
(home) 

WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
Saturday 26th November 
LUU v Liverpool Ladies. 
(home) 
Wednesday 30th November 
1111.1 v Manchester (home) 

RUGBY LEAGUE 
Wednesday 30th NrwPrither 
LUU v Sheffield 'ally 
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Vision 
fogged! 
U.A.U., B.P.S.A Round up 

Last week was a busy 
time for both Poly-
technic and Universi-

ty teams with both the 
British Polytechnic Sports 
Association and the 
U.A.U. cup matches taking 
place. 

The University played 
against Durham in the last 
league stage of the U.A.U. 
Cup. After this. the quali- 
fying learns go forward to _ 
a knock-out competition, 
and Leeds have high 
hopes of getting some 
teams into this. 

Last Wednesday. in the 
Women's competition, 
1.eeds won three matches 
with a walk-over; the 
Durham Netball Ist's and 
2nd's, and the table tennis 
failed to turn up. Other 
results were favourable to 
Leeds, apart From the 
Hockey 2nd's. losing 5-2. 

The other results were 
in Bahninton, a nine-nil 
win, a nine-nil win in Fen-
cing and a three two win 
in the Hockey first team. 

in the men's competi-
tion. the results were less 
pleasing to even the most 
un-biased Leeds student. 
Apart from the football 
seconds, who won 9-0, 
and the badminton firsts, 
who won 9-0, the rest of 
the Leeds teams lost. 

The football first teams 
game was abandoned 
after 45 minutes because 

. of the atrocious weather 
conditions. From then on 
thing got worse. The 
fencers lost 16-11, and 
the table tennis team lost 

MEN'S FOOTBALL. 
Wednesday :illth November 
1.1.111  lst's, 2nd's and 3rd's 
v Manchester (home) 

MEN'S HOCKEY 
Saturday 26th November 
LUU Ist's v Hull YPI 
(home) 
LUU 2nd's v Add (away) 
LUU 3rd's v Tadcaster 
(home) 
Wednesday 30th November 

15-12. In the hockey, it 
was almost a toss of the 
coin because of the thick 
fog, but in the end, the 
firsts lost 3-1, and the 
seconds lost 1-0. 

In the rugby union, the 
first team lost convincing-
ly 28-9, and the seconds. 
in a closer game lost 
22-18. 

At the Poly, there was 
even more interruption 
from the weather. The 
Hockey Ist's and seconds 

I.L1.1 1st's. 2nd's and 3rd's 
v Warwick (home) 

WOMEN'S HOCKEY 
Saturday 26th November 
LULL lst's and 2nd's v 
Nottingham (away) 
Wednesday 30th November 
LULL lst's and 2nd's v 
UMIST (away) 

MEN'S LACROSSE 
Saturday 26th November 

by Brian Murgatroyd 

The West Indies have 
won another Test 
match and the 

Australian press are 
sharpening their knives, 
much as the English press 
did this past summer. The 
usual arguments and 
excuses will be dragged 
up. such as intimidatory 
use of short-pitched 
howling, poor pitches, ad 
infinitum: but perhaps it's 
time to pay tribute to a  

great side, and in 
particular Viv Richards, 
the captain, and the 
world's most prolific 
batsman. 

Richards has now scored 
one hundred first class 
hundreds, a mark reached 
only by the greats of the 
game. even allowing for the 
proliferation of cricket played 
at the top level today. Not 
content 	with 	this 
achievement however, he's 
also taken 100 catches in 
Tests and won numerous 
limited-overs internationals 
and English domestic 
competitions simply by his 
own brilliance. 

His captaincy is also 
worthy of praise. Whilst his 
predecessor Lloyd held sway 
over a strong. experienced 
team, Richards took over 
with the side in a state of 
transition: yet he has welded 
the new talent and the 
already existent experience 
into a side which is one again 
worthy of the title of World 
Champions. Unlike Pakistan, 
West Indies don't win by 
large margins only when 
they play at home. 

Twenty-two of Richards' 
centuries have come in Tests. 
These days he gives I he  

impression of casual 
arrogance at the crease, but 
for a man who holds just 
about every batting record, 
and who can dominate 
bowlers merely by his 
presence. this isn't surprising. 
But he remains as capable as 
ever of playing an innings 
which will turn a match, as 
much by his unorthodox 
brilliance as anything else. So 
let's acknowledge the West 
Indies as a great side, and Viv 
Richards as agreat captain. 

Nobody hears any-
thing about Lacro-
sse, so here to 

redress the balance is The 
Strides own Gay 
Flashman with some 
interesting and unusual 
facts. 

It originated in North 
America played by the 
Indians. under the name of 
'Baggataway' and the goal-
posts used to he approx-
imately three miles apart. 

Traditionally an all male 
game it has now 
encompassed all sexes, male 
female 	and 	other.' 

There are twelve players in 
the team, and is one of the 
university's most successful 
sports,  

fixture E • 


